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Abstract. Recent computing architecture turned parallel. A single CPU
now provides up to 16 cores. These computing resources should also be exploited for solving search problems, e.g. the well researched SAT problem.
In this thesis a new technique for sharing information among several computing units of a search space partitioning parallel SAT solver is presented.
The approach is correct, in the sense that each solver working in parallel
can receive clauses only if these are a semantic consequence of the problem it is assigned to solve. The approach is valuable since it outperforms
currently available techniques for clause sharing both in terms of number
of shared clauses and performance. Evaluation has been performed on two
different benchmarks, with two different versions of the solver. On the
first benchmark, consisting of 600 instances, the new approach permits
to solve 12 more instances out of 600 than both non-sharing and existing
state-of-the-art sharing techniques. The second benchmark, consisting of
292 instances, has been submitted to an improved version of the solver
that takes into account memory consumption issues made evident during
the tests on the first benchmark. As a result, 17 more instances are solved
when compared against non-sharing, and at least 9 more instances are
solved when compared against existing clause sharing techniques.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction
With every probability, the most interesting class of problems in theoretical computer
science is the class of Non-deterministic polynomial problems (N P), introduced for
the first time by Cook in [Coo71] during the proceedings of the ACM Symposium on
Theory of Computing. That is an important event since the most famous, and still
open, question in theoretical computer science was posed for the first time: are P 1
and N P the same object?
Being the first problem recognised as a member of N P class, SAT problem is
the prince problem of theoretical computer science and a lot of literature has been
published on it. Yet, for long time this interest has been more circumscribed to the
goal of proving N P-completeness of other problems, rather than tailored towards the
goal of SAT solving. One has to keep in mind, however, that research on SAT solving
was long active before SAT was recognised as a N P problem, as the first version
of the currently state-of-the-art structured SAT solver (DPLL) was introduced in
sixties [DLL62].
Situation dramatically changed in the past few years. Enhancements to DPLL
procedure, most remarkably the clause learning enhancement [SS96], led to such an
improvement of basic DPLL that nowadays CDCL solvers, that are DPLL solvers
with clause learning feature, can timely solve instances with million of clauses and
thousands of variables. Still, SAT is in N P and thus one cannot expect, unless P and
N P are the same class, that CDCL solvers are always effective. Indeed they are not,
for example they are extremely ineffective in solving random k-sat instances where
the ratio between the number of clauses and the number of propositional variables is
near the phase transition limit [AAA+ 08].
Luckily enough, practical industrial problems are “easy” w.r.t. the aforementioned
measure, and CDCL procedures are successfully used to solve a number of different
search problems, like railway scheduling [GHM+ 12], vehicle routing [Goe10], planning
[KS92], software verification [DKW08], and many others. As far as the solution needs
not to be optimal, every (N P) constraint satisfaction problem can be encoded into a
SAT problem, and then be solved with a SAT solver.
The first parallel DPLL-based SAT solver was presented in 1996 [BS96] in a work
published on the Annals of Mathematical and Artificial Intelligence. Parallel computation facilities were provided by an underlying grid. At that time, indeed, grids were
the only environment where a parallel procedure could be deployed, thus the majority
of these first SAT solvers were using grids as backbone.
Things dramatically changed in the past few years (more precisely, since the “thermal wall” for CPUs was hit in 2004), and affordable parallel multi-core architectures
are nowadays available and widespread. This pones a challenge to programmers, since
parallel procedures are harder to design and consequently it is more difficult to exploit
parallel resources effectively. With this respect, a parallel SAT solver makes no exception.
Attempts to parallelize DPLL procedure itself have been considered in [Kas90].
1

Class of problems that can be decided in polynomial deterministic time
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There it has been proved that unit-propagation, that is the most important deterministic variable decision technique used in modern SAT solvers, is P-complete. In other
words, unit propagation is “inherently sequential”, and thus it cannot be parallelized
effectively. This is somehow a bad news, since around 80% of total run-time of a modern CDCL solver is spent in unit-propagation steps [Man11]. Still, work in [Man11]
shows that, for practical instances, even unit propagation can be parallelized with a
certain degree of success. Unfortunately, the approach there described does not scale
well beyond two cores.
Rather than parallelizing CDCL, more successful approaches run several state-ofthe-art sequential SAT solvers concurrently. Even the first parallel SAT procedure
mentioned above reports occasional super-linear speedup on satisfiable instances. Concerning unsatisfiable instances, in [CW03] super-linear speedups are reported for both
satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulae when clause sharing feature is enabled. This
thesis is a work on clause sharing.
Clause sharing is one of the seven challenges for parallel SAT solving [HW12], and
it is a very actual research subject. For example, at the Learning and Intelligent
Optimisation 2 conference of the current (at the time of writing) year (LION 7), out
of 4 talks about SAT solvers, 3 of them were focusing on clause sharing.
Clause sharing talks about sending information learnt during the search process
to other SAT solvers running in parallel, in order to enforce the cooperation and
achieve better results. The idea of clause sharing is somehow a “semantic consequence”
of the introduction of sequential CDCL solvers, as early CDCL parallelizations like
GridSAT [CW03] or PaSAT [SBK01] were already exploiting this strategy. However,
the effect of clause sharing on the search is not clear, and no studies beyond empirical
evaluations have been published.
A clever, and thus effective, clause sharing pones a number of classical challenges
in parallel computing because of communication costs. For example, when a large
number of clients are sharing even a small number of clauses the total communication
overhead becomes significant. This pones a limit to the scalability of such procedures,
as when resources (e.g., more cores) are added improvements in run-time are not
guaranteed. In order to alleviate this problem, a natural solution is to apply a filter
on the clauses that can be sent. The most common approach is to put a limit on
the size of the clauses that can be shared, e.g. ManySAT [HJS09b] limit allows to be
shared only clauses of size up to 8. This is kind of reasonable, since shorter clauses
can prune the search space more (the pruning that can be obtained from a learnt
clause is inversely proportional to the clause size). However, results in recent SAT
competitions [JLBRS12] unveiled how parallel solvers which do not exploit clause
sharing at all, like ppfolio, or that limit clause sharing to the extreme, like plingeling,
perform surprisingly well (plingeling is the winner of SAT11 competition [KSMS11],
and ppfolio a simple script that runs many sequential solvers at the same time). From
this one can conclude that state-of-the-art clause sharing can further be improved, and
a step forward from size-based clause sharing has recently been proposed in [AHJ+ 12a],
leading to a solver that imposed itself in the last SAT Challenge [JLBRS12].
2

http://www.intelligent-optimization.org/LION7/
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Most relevant parallel SAT solvers can be divided in two families: portfolio solvers,
where several sequential solvers compete each other over the same formula, and search
space partitioning (also known as divide-and-conquer), where each solver is assigned
a partition of the original problem and partitions are assigned to sequential solvers
running in parallel. Despite its importance in the past, research on divide-and-conquer
approach stopped in 2007 with the last divide-and-conquer solver PMinisat [GSH08],
and from 2008 the state of the art is represented by portfolio solvers [HJS09b]. One
reason why divide-and-conquer solvers cannot match the performance of portfolio
procedures is because, in order to partition the search space in a “balanced” way
(rephrased, in order to create partitions that are equally difficult), a work balancer
has to be included and this has a cost. Moreover, Hyvärinen et al. [HM12a] proved
that there is also a theoretical slowdown when the formula is partitioned.
In the same work it has been observed, however, that also portfolio solvers have
drawbacks, as for example they seem not to scale well when more resources (e.g., more
cores) are added (although good results have recently been achieved up to 32 cores
in [AHJ+ 12a]). Thus, they propose a hybrid approach to overcome limitations of
both, called iterative-partitioning. Iterative-partitioning differs from classical divide
and conquer in the fact that the search space is partitioned iteratively, allowing more
solvers to look at the same part of the search space at the same time. Also, it
significantly differs from portfolio since the search space is partitioned.
Due to its novelty, iterative-partitioning solvers have received little attention and
only a limited form of clause-sharing has been proposed in [HJN11].
In this thesis a new clause sharing mechanism for the iterative-partitioning approach
is proposed. This proposal is an extension of the work in [HJN11] which allows to
largely increase the total number of clauses that can be shared. Furthermore, this
work provides a correctness proof and an evaluation that reveals interesting insights.
First, improved clause sharing does not introduce significant overhead to computation.
Furthermore, the overall performance of the search is increased. This is an effect of
the improved cooperation between solvers that the new technique guarantees. Finally,
the approach scales with more cores; when the number of cores is increased from 4 to
16, the overall performance of the system improves.
The document is structured as follows: Section 2 provides basic notions and fixes
the notation that will be used throughout the work. Section 3 describes CDCL SAT
solvers in high detail, and major improvements behind modern CDCL SAT solvers,
that are relevant for our work, are discussed. As parallel SAT solving is discussed
in Section 4, search space partitioning is formally defined. Furthermore, benefits
and drawbacks of existing clause sharing strategies are discussed, in order to finally
focus on existing approaches to clause sharing for search space partitioning solvers.
Moving from the drawbacks of these approaches, the new clause sharing technique is
introduced, and it is shown how it does not suffer of the problems of other approaches.
The section terminates with a correctness proof of the newly introduced clause sharing
approach. An intense evaluation of the new approach is performed in Section 5,
whereas Section 6 is for conclusions and possible extensions.
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2 Basics
In this section the reader is introduced to notions and notation that will be used
throughout the rest of the document.
Definition 2.1. A set of atomic propositions AP is a countably infinite set of symbols.
In the context of SAT solving, and in this work, AP = N. Atomic propositions are
also called atoms or propositional variables.
Definition 2.2. A literal L is a propositional variable A or its negation ¬A.
Definition 2.3. Given a literal L, its complement L is defined as:
(

L :=

¬A
A

, if L = A ∈ AP
, if L = ¬A, where A ∈ AP

Given a set of literals L, with L we denote the set containing all the complements
of the literals in L, i.e. {L | L ∈ L}.
Definition 2.4. A clause is a finite set of literals.
A unary clause is a clause C such that |C| = ¬1. A clause is a tautology iff it
contains a complementary pair of literals.
Definition 2.5. A clause set is a finite set of clauses.
The clause resulting from adding a literal L to a clause C, i.e. C ∪ {L}, is denoted
with C, L. Likewise, F, C denotes the clause set obtained by adding the clause C to
the clause set F .
Clause sets can also be understood as propositional formulae in conjunctive normal
form (CNF), where each clause is a generalized disjunction of literals. Notice, however,
that there is not an exact mapping between formulae and clause sets, since a formula
can contain repetitions of the same element and a clause set cannot. However, duplicates can be safely removed from a formula without changing its semantics. Same
holds for clauses, that is, they can be deprived from tautologies. Moreover, given
a CNF formula it is straightforward to derive its corresponding clause set, and viceversa given a clause set it is clear how to derive one of its derived formulae. For these
reasons, from now on we will use the word formula in place of clause sets, and the
concepts themselves of formulae in CNF and clause sets will be used interchangeably.
Given a set of propositional variables A ⊆ AP, we can define the set of all formulae
over the propositional variables of A as FA . In the following, whenever A is clear
from the context we will write F in place of FA . In a similar way, we define the set
of all clauses as CLS A or CLS.
Definition 2.6. The function atom : AP ∪ AP → AP associates to a literal L a set
containing its underlying propositional variable, i.e.
(

atom(L) =
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{A}
{A}

, if L = A ∈ AP
, if L = ¬A, A ∈ AP
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Similarly, the function atom : CLS → AP associates to a clause the set of propositional variables in that clause:
(

atom(C) =

{}
atom(C 0 ) ∪ atom(L)

, if C = {}
, if C = C 0 , L

Finally, atom : F → AP associates to a formula F the set of the propositional
variables elements of some clause in F :
(

atom(F ) =

{}
atom(F 0 ) ∪ atom(C)

, if F = {}
, if F = F 0 , C

Definition 2.7. An interpretation is a (partial or total) assignment from the set of
propositional variables AP to the set of truth values {>, ⊥}.
A finite interpretation I can be represented by a sequence of literals where no
duplicates can appear in the sequence and the sequence does not contain any complementary pair. We extend the sequence J with a literal L by adding it to its right side,
and we write J, L. Similarly, the sequence result of the concatenation of two sequences
J and J 0 is denoted by J, J 0 . The set of all the elements in the sequence M is denoted
as s(M ). Given a sequence of literals M (devoid of duplicates and complementary
pairs), the corresponding interpretation I is defined as :
(

I(L) :=

> , if L ∈ s(M )
⊥ , if ¬L ∈ s(M )

From now on, whenever the word “interpretation” is used, it is meant the corresponding sequence of literals.
Definition 2.8. Given an interpretation J, the complement J is the interpretation
obtained by complementing all the literals in J.
Definition 2.9. A clause C is satisfied by an interpretation J, in symbols J |= C, if
there is a literal L in C s.t.
J(L) = >
Definition 2.10. A formula F is satisfied by an interpretation J, in symbols J |= F ,
if all of its clauses are satisfied
A central notion in SAT solving is the one of reduct:
Definition 2.11. Given a formula F and an interpretation J, the reduct F |J of F
w.r.t. J is the formula obtained from F by removing every satisfied clause and every
literal L s.t. J(L) =⊥.
The next example clarifies the notion of reduct for a formula:
Example 2.12. Let F := {{1, −2}, {3}, {4, −5}}, and J := (1, −3, 5). Then
F |J := {{ }, {4}}
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An central notion in logic is the one of semantic consequence:
Definition 2.13. Let F , G be formulae. Then G is a semantic consequence of F ,
denoted as F |= G, iff for every interpretation I the following holds:
I |= F ⇒ I |= G
The previous definition is important to define a central notion in propositional logic
(and in SAT solving as well), that is the notion of semantic equivalence:
Definition 2.14. Let F , G be formulae. Then F and G are semantically equivalent,
denoted as F ≡ G, iff:
F |= G and G |= F
A clause C is a semantic consequence of a formula F iff F |= {C}. A common
methodology to derive implied clauses (alias, semantic consequences) from a formula
is by means of the resolution rule:
Definition 2.15. Let C, D be clauses, and consider a literal L in C s.t. L occurs in D.
Then the resolvent C ⊗ D of C and D over the literal L is the clause (C \ L) ∪ (D \ L).
Definition 2.16. Let F := {C1 , . . . , Cn } be a formula. Then a resolution derivation
for F can be defined by structural induction:
1. the sequence (C1 , . . . , Cn ) is a resolution derivation for F
2. if (R1 , . . . , Rm ) is a resolution derivation for F , then the sequence of clauses
(R1 , . . . , Rm , Rm+1 ), where Rm+1 := Ri ⊗ Rj and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, is a resolution derivation for F
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3 Sequential SAT Solving
In complexity theory, SAT is a hard problem. Of course this does not imply that,
in practice, “efficient” procedures to solve SAT, at least for certain instances, cannot
be found. However, for over 40 years SAT remained an intractable problem, even in
practice.
Nowadays things substantially changed, and modern SAT Solvers are able to effectively tackle problems ranging over a wide and heterogeneous set of fields like planning [KS92], scheduling [HMS10, CP89], vehicle routing [Goe10], hardware and software verification [BCCZ99], [DKW08], and many others. The major improvement
to the canonical DPLL, whose (many) modern variants are currently the best SAT
solvers available for industrial instances, has been achieved with the introduction of
the Conflict Driven Clause Learning technique, implemented for the first time in the
SAT solver called GRASP [SS96]. DPLL solvers with clause learning technique are
usually referred to as CDCL solvers. Katebi et al. show in [KSMS11] that from all the
major improvements to SAT solvers, clause learning is the most beneficial technique.
That contribution was so important that nowadays CDCL solvers are the best sequential algorithm for solving the SAT problem in a wide range of instances. However,
although important, that contribution alone was still not sufficient to make SAT solving appealing in practice. The impressive performance of modern CDCL procedures,
indeed, is the result of several small improvements which optimise to the maximum
extent the usage of the underlying hardware architecture. A main example of this
fact is the two-watched-literal scheme for unit propagation, first proposed in solver
CHAFF [MMZ+ 01] in 2001. Furthermore, the introduction of well-tuned heuristics,
like for example VSIDS heuristic for decision variable selection [MMZ+ 01] or luby
heuristic for restart policy [LSZ93], has dramatically improved the performance. To
confirm this, a recent research of Frank Hutter, Holger Hoos et. al. [HHLB13] (in proceedings of publication) on parameter tuning on three relevant N P problems shows
how, among the parameters available for a modern SAT solver, the most crucial one
(“by a wide margin”) is the choice of the heuristic for performing decision variable
selection.
This section will describe sequential CDCL SAT solvers in high detail. First, it
introduces the key elements of a general CDCL procedure by means of an Abstract
Reduction System (ARS) [BN98]. The ARS here proposed is based on the rules of the
General DPLL Calculus in [Arn09]. Section 3.3.1, instead, explains in detail how the
conflict analysis for deriving learnt clauses is performed in modern CDCL solvers. We
conclude this section by discussing other crucial improvements of CDCL procedures,
namely two-watched literal scheme for unit propagation, decision heuristics, restart
policies and management of learnt clauses database.

3.1 Abstract Reduction Systems
The aim of this subsection is to give an introduction to Abstract Reduction Systems
and their basic properties. Although the notions here given are more than enough
for a complete description of the DPLL calculus, the interested reader is remanded
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to [BN98] for a complete survey of the subject.
Definition 3.1. Let A be a set, and → a binary relation on A. Then, the pair (A, →)
is called an abstract reduction system (ARS).
We write x → y instead of (x, y) ∈ →. Relation → is known in literature as
reduction. A chain x1 → x2 → . . . is called reduction chain.
Definition 3.2. Let (A, →) be an ARS. Then we define the following relations:
0

1. → := {(x, x) | x ∈ A} , i.e. reflexive closure of →
i+1

i

2. → := {(x, y) | ∃z ∈ A. x → z and z → y}
∗

3. → :=

S i

→ , i.e. reflexive and transitive closure of →

i≥0
+

4. → :=

S i

→ , i.e. transitive closure of →

i>0

5. ← := →−1 , i.e. inverse relation
Definition 3.3. Let A := (A, →) be an ARS. Then x, y ∈ A are said to be joinable,
denoted as x ↓ y, iff
∗
∗
∃z ∈ A. x → z ← y
Definition 3.4. The reduction → is confluent iff
∗

∗

y1 ← x → y2 ⇒ y1 ↓ y2
Definition 3.5. The reduction → is terminating iff there is not an infinite chain
x0 → x1 → x3 → . . .
Definition 3.6. The reduction → is said to be locally confluent iff
y1 ← x → y2 ⇒ y1 ↓ y2
Lemma 3.7. If → is terminating, then
locally confluence ⇔ confluence
We say that an ARS (A, →) is confluent (terminating, locally confluent) iff → is
confluent (terminating, locally confluent).

3.2 CDCL Abstract Reduction System
Remark. For this section we assume that every literal in a partial assignment J can
be either a decision literal L̇ (denoted with a “dot” as a superscript) or a propagation
literal L. As a convention, we denote a list of propagation literals with the upper-case
letter P .
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Table 1: CDCL Abstract Reduction System
(1)
(2)
(3)

F
F
F

::
::
::

J
J
J

sat

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

F
F
F
F

::
::
::
::

J
J
J 0 , L̇, J
P, L̇, J

unit

unsat
dec

learn
back
restart

SAT
UNSAT
F

::

J, L̇

F
F, C
F
F

::
::
::
::

J, L
J
J 0 , L0
P

iff F |J = {}
iff {} ∈ F |J and level(J) = 0
iff L ∈ atoms(F ) ∪ atoms(F )
and L ∈
/ J and ¬L ∈
/J
iff [L] ∈ F |J
iff F |= C and C ⊆ lit(F )
iff [L0 ] ∈ F |J 0

Definition 3.8. Consider the sets CLS and P ASS of clause sets and partial assignments over a set of propositional variables AP. Then we define the set of nodes N odes
of CDCL as:
N odes ⊆ (CLS × P ASS) ∪ {SAT, U N SAT }
For aesthetic reasons, we denote every node of the kind (F, J) ∈ N odes as F :: J.
Definition 3.9. A rule is a reduction
presented in Table 1.

R

⊆ N odes × N odes. Rules of CDCL are

Definition 3.10. Consider a set Rules := {sat, unsat, dec, unit, back, learn} containing the names of CDCL rules. Then we define the abstract reduction system
CDCL := (N odes, ) as the ARS where
:=

[

R

R∈Rules

The rules of the CDCL abstract reduction system are depicted in Table 1, where
with level(J) it is meant the number of decision literals in J. The rules aim to
construct a model for the formula. If such a model is found, then the algorithm stops
in the irreducible node SAT by an application of rule (1).
The second rule is applied only once the algorithm has reached a conflict and no
more backtrack points (alias, decision literals) are available.
The third rule, that in the following we will call decision rule, guides the search
by (heuristically) choosing an unassigned variable and assigning it. Since this choice
might be not the right choice for finding a model for the formula, provided that the
formula is satisfiable, the information that this is a candidate backtrack point has to
be kept (we do it by superscripting the choice with a dot).
The fourth rule, known in literature as unit propagation, performs deduction in the
sense that it identifies those literals that have to necessarily be added to the current
partial assignment in order to construct a model the formula.
Learn rule permits to add clauses to the formula without changing the underlying
satisfiability problem (i.e., without changing the search space for the problem), and
it is usually used in combination with the back rule in order to allow the solver to
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escape from the current part of the search by “backtracking” to one of the previously
saved backtrack points.
The last rule, restart, restarts the whole search process from scratch, but keeps all
those literals found by unit propagation steps performed before the first decision.
A sequence of rule applications starting from the empty assignment is here called
a run.
Definition 3.11. An run of CDCL over the formula F is a reduction chain starting
from the node F :: ( ) over the CDCL abstract reduction system (N odes, ), where
N odes is defined by assuming AP = atom(F ).
The application of a rule R over a couple of nodes n1 , n2 is the reduction step
n1 R n2 . Observe that an algorithm for solving the SAT problem can be obtained
from the CDCL abstract reduction system by choosing a certain rule application
strategy. For example, a common strategy to every modern SAT solver prefers unitpropagation rule applications against over other applicable rules. From now on we
will assume that every run follows this strategy.
The CDCL calculus is sound and complete, i.e. given a formula F , every possible
run for F leads to a node SAT (U N SAT ) iff F is satisfiable (unsatisfiable). Under
the assumption that no run is allowed to contain an infinite number of restart rule
applications (fairness constraint), termination can be proved as well [Arn09].
CDCL system is a very powerful tool to describe key concepts of CDCL solvers,
as it provides a formal base necessary to prove important results. Moreover, CDCL
reduction chains offer a convenient notation to describe examples of execution of
practically every CDCL procedure. However, being a high-level formalisation that
tries to catch keys features common to every CDCL solver, it suffers from lack of
details. For example, how do modern SAT solvers find semantic consequences that
can be learnt? Also, what literals should be chosen by the decide rule? Answers to
these questions are what really makes the difference between a 40 years old algorithm
and modern competitive real world CDCL solver. Of course, going through all these
details is not the goal of this work. Still, some details are necessary in order to
continue our discussion and are treated in next section.

3.3 Modern CDCL Solvers
3.3.1 Clause Learning
In modern sat solvers, the semantic consequences necessary for the application of
the learn rule are found by using conflict graphs [SS96]. Conflict graphs are one of
those (few) key concepts in modern SAT solving that has been properly formalised.
The formalisation here presented complies with the one in the SAT lectures of Prof.
Hölldobler (year 2011).
Definition 3.12. Let F :: J be a node of the CDCL abstract reduction system, and
consider a literal L s.t. J = I, L, I 0 . Then the level level(atom(L)) of the propositional
variable atom(L) under the interpretation J is the number of decision literals in I, L.
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In order to derive the learnt clause, a study on the clauses satisfied (or falsified) by
unit propagations has to be performed. The set of these clauses w.r.t. a node F :: J
and the propagated literal L is denoted as relevantL(F :: J), and formally defined in
Definition 3.13.
∗

Definition 3.13. Consider a run F :: ()
F 0 :: J of the CDCL reduction system
over the propositional formula F . Then the set of relevant clauses for L w.r.t. the
node F 0 :: J, denoted as relevantL(F 0 :: J), is defined as:
relevantL(F 0 :: J) := {C ∈ F 0 | ∃I. I, L, I 0 = J and C|I = {L}}
In the following we assume that every set relevantL(F :: J) has cardinality one. In
order to enforce this one can partition a set relevantL(F :: J) into several unary sets.
Each of these sets will lead to a different implication graph.
∗

Definition 3.14. Consider a run F :: ()
F 0 :: J of the CDCL reduction system
over the propositional formula F . Then an implication graph for F 0 :: J is a pair
(V, E) where:
1. V := J
2. E := {(L, L0 )| L, L0 ∈ V, relevantL(L0 , F :: J) = {C}, L ∈ C}
Now we have all the ingredients to formally define the notion of conflict graph:
∗

Definition 3.15. Consider a run F :: ()
F 0 :: J, P of the CDCL reduction system
over the formula F such that C := {} ∈ F 0 . Then a conflict graph (V 0 , E 0 ) is a directed
graph such that:
1. V 0 := V ∪ {k}
2. E 0 := E ∪ {(L, K)| L ∈ V and L ∈ C}
Given a conflict graph, we associate a labelling function to its nodes and its arches
in the following way: each literal node L is labelled with level(atom(L)), and each
arch (L, L) is labelled with the clause C that produced the arch (in MiniSat [ES03],
this clause is known as the reason for the propagation). Next example displays how
to construct a conflict graph given a node in a CDCL run for a given propositional
formula.
Example 3.16. This example is inspired by [MSLM]. Consider the formula
F := {{1, 2, ¬3} := C1 , {1, ¬4}, {3, 4, 5}, {¬5, ¬6}, {7, ¬5, ¬8}, {6, 8} := C6 }
and the following CDCL run:
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¬2̇2

C1
¬32

C3

C1

C4

¬62

52

¬1̇1
C2

¬42

C6

C5

C3

k
¬7̇3

C5

Figure 1: Conflict graph for the node of Example 3.16. Literal nodes are subscripted with their levels, and each arch is labelled by the clause that
generated it.

dec
dec
unit
unit
unit
unit
dec
unit

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

:: ()
:: (¬2̇)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4, ¬3)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4, ¬3, 5)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4, ¬3, 5, ¬6)
:: (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4, ¬3, 5, ¬6, ¬7̇)
:: J := (¬2̇, ¬1̇, ¬4, ¬3, 5, ¬6, ¬7̇, ¬8)

Observe that {6, 8}|J = {}. A possible conflict graph for the node F :: J is the one
in Figure 3.16.
For conflict analysis it is important to consider only the maximal connected subgraph containing the node k. Thus, from this point onwards with the notion “conflict
graph” we will refer to this component, only. In order to derive a learnt clause from
a conflict graph, we need the notions of paths and cuts.
Definition 3.17. Let G := (V, E) be an oriented graph. Then a path p := p1 p2 . . . pn
in G is a sequence of nodes such that, for each 1 ≤ i < n, (pi , pi+1 ) ∈ E.
Definition 3.18. Let (V, E) be a conflict graph. Consider a subset VS ⊆ V containing
all the decision literals and the literals of level zero in V. Then the set paths(V, E)
denotes the set of all those paths from the nodes in VS to the node k.
Definition 3.19. Consider a conflict graph (V, E). Let VS be the subset of V containing all the decision literals and the literals of level zero in V. Then a cut (VR , VC )
is a partition of V into VR , VC such that:
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• VS ⊆ VR
• {0} ⊆ VC
• each path p ∈ paths(V, E) can be partitioned into two sub-paths pR and pC such
that:
– p = pR pC
– VR contains all the nodes in pR
– VC contains all the nodes in pC
Each cut corresponds to a clause that can be learnt from the sequential solver.
Definition 3.20. Let (VR , VC ) be a cut for a conflict graph (V, E). Consider the
sub-graph (VR , ER ) induced by the set of nodes VR on (V, E). Consider the set of
nodes VR0 ⊆ VR that do not have a successor in (VR , ER ). Then the set of literals
0 is called the cut clause determined from the cut (V , V ) over the conflict graph
VR
R
C
(V, E).
Given a conflict graph G for a node F :: J, it can be proved that every cut clause
originated from G is a semantic consequence of the formula F . This is proved by
showing that each cut clause can be obtained by means of a (linear) resolution derivation over the reason clauses and that start from the conflict clause. Note that the
other direction does not hold, i.e. given a linear resolution derivation over the reason
clauses starting from the conflict clause, the result of the derivation could be not a cut
clause [PD10]. Example 3.21 shows how to derive a cut clause by means of resolution
steps.
Example 3.21. Consider again the node F :: J in Example 3.16, and the conflict
graph in Figure 3.3.1 with the cut clause {1, 2, 7} in evidence. Then the same cut
clause can also be obtained by means of the following linear resolution derivation over
the reason clauses C1 , . . . , C6 that starts from the conflict clause {6, 8}:
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11

{1, 2, ¬3}
{1, ¬4}
{3, 4, 5}
{¬5, ¬6}
{7, ¬5, ¬8}
{6, 8}
{7, ¬5, 6}
{7, ¬5}
{3, 4, 7}
{3, 1, 7}
{1, 2, 7}

relevant clause
relevant clause
relevant clause
relevant clause
relevant clause
relevant clause
C6 ⊗ C5
C7 ⊗ C4
C8 ⊗ C3
C9 ⊗ C2
C10 ⊗ C1

The resolution procedure that is shown in Example 3.16 is the kind of conflict
analysis that is performed in modern implementations of sequential SAT solvers. Since
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¬2̇2

C1
¬32

C3

C1

C4

¬62

52

¬1̇1
C2

¬42

C6

C5

C3

k
¬7̇3

C5
{1, 2, 7}

Figure 2: Conflict graph for the node of Example 3.16, and the cut clause {1, 2, 7}

every cut is a potential learnt clause, being each cut a semantic consequence of the
original formula (this can be proved by induction), a SAT solver needs a policy on
when to stop resolution steps and consequently on which cut has to be chosen. The
most common strategy called the first unique implication point technique [ZMM01],
that we will not discuss here.
3.3.2 VSIDS Decision Heuristic
Probably the most crucial part of every search procedure is the choice of the decision
heuristic. SAT solving makes no exception, as recent work of Frank Hutter, Holger
Hoos et. al. [HHLB13] displays how, among all of the parameters available in a modern
SAT solver, the choice of the right decision heuristic is “by a wide margin” the one
that has the highest impact on the overall performance. In our setting, a decision
heuristic would determine which new variable and polarity should be selected each
time dec is applied. At the time of writing, the most popular decision heuristic for
CDCL solvers is Variable State Independent Decay Sum (VSIDS) [MMZ+ 01], used in
the majority of state-of-the-art SAT solvers like MiniSat [ES03].
VSIDS heuristic has been introduced with the CDCL solver Chaff [MMZ+ 01], and
at the time of its introduction authors reported an improvement of one order of
magnitude over most difficult instances, without affecting the performance over easy
ones. In a CDCL solver with VSIDS decision heuristic, every literal L is associated an
activity activity(L). This activity is initialised to zero for each literal, or to a random
value. Each time a clause C is learnt, activity(L) is incremented of a certain value inc,
for every literal L occurring in C. At each decision rule application, the unassigned
variable with the highest activity is chosen. In order to efficiently keep track of
the unassigned variable with highest activity, MiniSat 2.2 makes use of an ordered
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heap data structure. Periodically, each activity is decreased by a constant decay.
Observe that decaying the activities for each variable can be done in constant time by
simply incrementing the increment value inc. In MiniSat 2.2, decaying of variables is
performed at each conflict by incrementing the value inc as inc := inc × decay.
Clearly, the aim of VSIDS heuristic is to satisfy most recent conflict clauses. As
learnt clauses primarily drive the search process on difficult instances (because of the
increased number of conflicts), VSIDS enforces this driving process. Observe that,
since at each conflict the activity update takes place only for a very limited number
of literals (namely, the ones in the learnt clause), keeping track of activities is very
cheap and does not require any complex analysis on the structure of the problem.
The VSIDS strategy used by MiniSat is a bit different than the standard one used
by Chaff. First, an activity is kept for every propositional variable instead of every
literal. Secondly, activities are incremented not only for the literals in the learnt clause
but for every variable in every clause used in the resolution derivation of the learnt
clause. Moreover, decaying is performed at every conflict (of a small value). [ES05]
reports that the new scheme is able to drive the search towards the satisfaction of
learnt clause more quickly than the original VSIDS method.
3.3.3 Two-watched Literals Unit Propagation
Work in [Man11] reports how, in real world modern SAT solvers, around 80% of
the total run-time is spent in unit-propagation steps (although two-watched literals
scheme is used). Therefore, an efficient unit-propagation engine is key to any SAT
solver.
Two-watched literals scheme has been introduced in the solver Chaff [MMZ+ 01]
and consists of a low-overhead technique for keeping track of those clauses which can
trigger unit-propagation steps.
Together with VSIDS decision heuristic, two-watched literals scheme allowed Chaff
to obtain one to two orders of magnitude performance improvement on difficult SAT
instances in comparison with other DPLL or CDCL solvers of its time, like SATO
[Zha97] or Grasp [SS96].
For each clause C, two unassigned literals are chosen to be watched. We denote
the (binary) set of literals watched by a clause C as watchedBy(C). Accordingly, for
each literal L we define the set watchersOf (L) := {C | L ∈ watchedBy(C)} as the
set of clauses watching L. Whenever a literal L is assigned to false, corresponding
watcher clauses watchersOf (L) are searched for a new unassigned literal to watch. If
for some clause C ∈ watchersOf (L) this choice is not possible, then this means that
every literal in C but one is assigned and a unit-propagation step can take place. Of
course, the only unassigned literal in C is the literal M ∈ watchedBy(C) such that
M 6= L.
3.3.4 Learnt Clauses Database Management
Unit-propagation in modern SAT solvers requires to keep track of two literals for
every clause in the original formula and for every learnt clause (see Section 3.3.3).
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Therefore, the size of the database storing learnt clauses has a direct impact on the
performance of unit-propagation steps. Since an efficient unit-propagation engine is
crucial to the performance of every SAT solver, learnt clauses database should always
be kept to a feasible size; for this purpose, a learnt clauses deletion policy able to
remove unnecessary clauses from the learnt database is required.
Unfortunately, determining what learnt clauses are unnecessary at a certain point of
execution is a hard task, and thus deletion strategies have to rely on robust heuristics.
MiniSat 2.2 uses an approach very similar to VSIDS heuristic, called Activity Based
Clause Removal [ES03]. Activities are kept for each clause, and activity for a clause
increased each time this clause participates as a resolvent to the resolution derivation
of a learnt clause. Decaying of clause activities comply with the variables decaying
policy of VSIDS decision heuristic.
A more recent work [AS09], instead, uses a more aggressive cleaning strategy
because of a better estimation of clause usefulness. This is the strategy used by
the solver glucose [AS12], winner of the last SAT Challenge 2012. The usefulness of
each clause is defined in terms of Literal Block Distance (lbd) measure:
∗

Definition 3.22. Consider a run F :: ()
F 0 , C :: J for a formula F in the CDCL
abstract reduction system. Consider the set levels(C) of all the levels of the literals
in C, defined as levels(C) := {n | level(L) = n, L ∈ C}. Then lbd(C) := |levels(C)|
denotes the lbd measure of the clause C w.r.t. the current partial assignment J.
Using the same terminology as [AS09], a block of literals is a sequence of literals
having the same level. Intuitively, learning a clause C such that lbd(C) = 2 means
that every literal of the last decision level will be glued in the current assignment to
the block of literals of the backtrack level, no matter what the size of the clause is.
Cleaning strategy in glucose removes, every a certain number of conflicts, all those
non-binary clauses with lbd greater than 2 belonging to the first half of the learnt
clauses database (the oldest ones). Experimental results show effectiveness of lbd measure in evaluating learnt clauses relevance, as work in [AS09] reports an improvement
of performance around an order of magnitude on both satisfiable and unsatisfiable
industrial instances.
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4 Parallel SAT Solving
Up to some years ago, hardware improvements were mainly achieved by improvements
of the CPU clock speed. In this scenario, parallel architectures were not widely
spread and programmers did not bother much on implementing parallel algorithms.
Improvements on clock speed, indeed, always means an improvement on the execution
time of every sequential procedure.
Unfortunately, the situation changed when CPU manufacturers hit the thermal wall,
in around 2004. At that point, in order to improve performance, only an option was
left: pack more cores in the same CPU. In other words, the era of parallel architectures
had finally arrived.
Though we said that the thermal clock was hit no more than ten years ago, research
on parallel algorithms has deep roots, and many “big names” in computer science community challenged themselves with the problems that parallelism pones; for example,
“semaphores” were invented in 1965 by Edsger W. Dijkstra [Dij68], or the “Dining
Philosophers Problem” (in its most famous formulation) was introduced from the
“quick-sort” inventor, C.A.R. Hoare, in [Hoa78]. Parallelism is fascinating, due to
its double-sided nature of chance and challenge: parallelism is a chance, since many
algorithms may benefit from exploiting the usage of parallel resources; on the other
hand, parallelism pones several challenges and potential benefits may be nullified if
these problematics are not taken into account properly.
This section is devoted to parallel SAT solving, and it is organised as follows: first
it gives an overview on related work, starting from the first attempts to DPLL parallelisation until the current state-of-the-art CDCL based parallel approaches. This
part of the discussion is written in spirit of work in [HMN+ 11] and [BP10]. We then
move our attention on the particular class of parallel SAT solvers known as Iterative
Partitioning solvers, and motivate their use as a backbone for our work.
After a digression over related work on clause sharing, in Subsection 4.5 we thoroughly discuss the current state-of-the-art techniques for what concerns clause sharing
in an Iterative Partitioning setting, exposing both the advantages and drawbacks for
such techniques. Finally, Subsection 4.7 introduces the main contribution of this work,
namely Position-based clause tagging clause sharing approach, and shows how the new
sharing profits from the weaknesses of other approaches. This section is concluded by
a formal correctness proof for the proposed approach.

4.1 Evaluation of Parallel Procedures
Parallel procedures are traditionally evaluated in terms of speedup and efficiency. Let
Ts represent the wall-clock time used by a sequential procedure to solve a certain
instance of a problem, where with wall-clock time it is meant the number of seconds
elapsed from the start of the procedure to its termination. Likewise, let Tp be the
wall-clock time that a parallel procedure spent on solving the same instance. Then the
speedup S is the fraction TTps . If n is the number of parallel computation units allowed
to the parallel procedure (e.g., the number of cores), then efficiency E is defined as
the fraction Sn . A speedup is said to be super-linear when E > 1.
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A common trait of most parallel SAT procedures is that they display occasional
super-linear speedups when the input formula is satisfiable. This is somewhat not
surprising, as for example a divide-and-conquer algorithm could be lucky and find a
model for its partition (thus, for the original formula) by making better (and casual)
choices than the original procedure. The same holds in case of portfolio procedures.
If the formula is unsatisfiable, instead, super-linear speedups are more difficult to be
obtained. This is especially true for divide-and-conquer procedures, as solving a partition does not imply solving the original problem. Moreover, every divide-and-conquer
procedure suffers from the flaw described in [HM12a], and even the most successful
approaches like the ones mentioned in Section 4.2 present occasional slowdowns (only
on easy instances, though). However, better (i.e., close to 1) efficiencies for unsatisfiable instances are likely to be achieved when clause sharing is enabled. Examples of
solvers where these efficiencies have been reported are given in Section 4.5.
It is natural to expect that allowing more resources (e.g., more cores) to a parallel
procedure would automatically result in improved performance. Unfortunately, this is
often not true since adding more resources implies increasing the number of execution
units working concurrently: if these units communicate, then communication costs
could become unaffordable and worsen the overall performance.
We call scalability the ability of a procedure to benefit from the addition of resources.
The field of SAT solving, where the testing of parallel procedures at different SAT
competitions never exceeded the number of eight threads, at the best of author knowledge has not produced large scale parallel procedures yet, but it is evident that the
current trend in hardware manufacturing is pushing towards such a need.
The aforementioned argument explains why in this work our group opted for an
iterative-partitioning backbone, rather than going for a more conventional (and, currently, state-of-the-art) portfolio approach. More details for this choice can be found
in Section 4.3. The final evaluation shows how the new clause sharing technique
does not pone too strict bounds to scalability, as an improved behaviour can still be
obtained when 16 cores are used.

4.2 Related Work on Parallel SAT Solving
As discussed in the introduction to this work, parallel SAT solvers can be divided,
modulo a few outliers, into two main families: divide-and-conquer and portfolio. The
current state-of-the-art is represented by portfolio procedures, although divide-andconquer procedures were predominant in the past. However, portfolio is effective only
in those situations where it is possible to generate a sufficient (w.r.t. the available
resources) number of effective (different) solver configurations; finding such configurations is a hard task. Divide-and-conquer, instead, does not suffer of this problem: if
more resources are available, then more partitions can be produced in order to assign
a (meaningful) job to each computation unit.
Thus, at the current state there is not a fully dominant approach, and evidence
of this is given in [MML10], where it has been shown as a combination of portfolio
and divide-and-conquer (obtained by means of the shared clauses mechanism) can
outperform both approaches. Therefore, it is important to study divide-and-conquer
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as well as portfolio, and consequently historical details of both are evenly important.
The idea of a divide-and-conquer algorithm is to partition the search space, and to
assign each partition to a sequential (state-of-the-art) sequential solver. Traditionally,
the partitioning of the search space has been done with the guiding-path technique.
Guiding-paths, first mentioned in PSATO parallel SAT solver [ZBH96], are a easy
way of keeping track of the current state of the search. A node in the guiding path is
a couple (L, δ), where L is a literal and δ can be either 1 or zero. A node with δ = 1
is said to be opened, and this means that L is a decision literal. In contrast, a node
where δ = 0 is said to be closed. A guiding-path is a (finite) sequence of such nodes.
The main idea behind guiding-path is that, whenever a computation unit finishes
its job, e.g. because of a timeout, a new split is produced for a opened node in the
path. In PSATO, that is a grid-based parallelisation of the DPLL algorithm, the
chosen node will always correspond to the first decision literal in the current partial
interpretation. Evaluation of PSATO shows a performance that “varies dramatically
from case to case” when the formula is satisfiable. For unsatisfiable instances, instead,
speedups are always sub-linear and efficiency becomes close to 1 only when the size
of the instance increases.
One of the main problems of divide-and-conquer is the fact that it is hard to produce jobs that are equally (or almost equally) hard to solve. Unfortunately, guidingpaths approach accentuates this phenomenon. Dynamic workload balancing and work
stealing techniques, introduced with the DPLL based parallel solver PSATZ [JLU01],
explicitly address this problem. Whenever a computation unit becomes idle, the master runs an estimation algorithm to find out what is the “most loaded” computation
unit. Then, it splits the job of that unit and assigns it to the idle units (work stealing).
Evaluation reports occasional superlinear speedups for satisfiable instances, and an
efficiency close to 1 when the instance is unsatisfiable.
Contemporary to the solver PSATZ is the CDCL based parallel SAT solver PaSAT
[SBK01], that implements a shared-memory communication scheme and that we
already mentioned as being one of the first successful attempts of implementing clause
sharing among different units. Evaluation shows how clause sharing plays an important role for the performance of this algorithm as the number of observed superlinear
speedups for satisfiable instances increases. Again, average efficiency on both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances is close to 1.
The solver by Plaza et al. [PKA+ 06], instead, is noticeable for the fact that it
introduces the idea of choosing the splitting variables through VSIDS [MMZ+ 01]
heuristic; in our experiments we will use a similar strategy, with the difference that
not literals, but sets of clauses will be derived and used to create partitions (see
Section 4.4).
As multi-core architectures became available, multi-threaded solvers started to be
developed accordingly. The solver ySAT [FDH05] is a multi-threaded parallel SAT
solver with clause sharing, where all clauses all physically shared among the solvers.
Due to the huge number of shared clauses, and to the observation that frequent cache
misses occurs as the number of cores increases (situation that dramatically changed in
present days, where even cheap multi-level caches can reach sizes in the order of 102
megabytes), the authors conclude that CDCL parallelizations on multi-core machines
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cannot be performed efficiently.
One has not to wait long for a work reaching completely opposite conclusions, as
the solver MiraXT [LSB07] showed how including a filter on the clauses that can be
received by a solver can significantly change the picture. In this approach, a solver
cannot incorporate clauses whose reduct, w.r.t. the current partial assignment, has
size greater than 10. Although speedups can be obtained on both satisfiable and
unsatisfiable formulae, efficiency for this solver is still below 1.
In 2008 took place the first SAT-race [JLBRS12] with a parallel track for testing
multi-threaded parallel SAT solvers. At such competition, it made its appearance
the first modern portfolio solver, ManySAT [HJS09b], that is also the winner of that
edition. The second position, with 5 instances less solved than the winner solver, was
taken by the last divide-and-conquer algorithm, PMinisat [GSH08]. Research over
divide-and-conquer solvers stopped that day.
Declared goal behind ManySAT design choice was to take advantage from two of the
main weaknesses of divide-and-conquer solvers, namely their sensitivity to parameter
tuning and their lack of robustness (i.e., different runs over the same instance are likely
to exhibit different run-times). ManySAT differentiates the search by setting each
sequential solver with configurations that differs in parameters like restart policies,
branching heuristics, random seeds and conflict clause learning. Clause sharing is
exploited by allowing each solver to directly communicate with every other solver.
ManySAT uses a size-based filter to decide which clauses can be sent; all clauses of
size up to 8 are shared. However, communication has a cost and the picture could
change when the number of threads increases (the number 8, indeed, was optimised
for four threads). That is the reason why in [HJS09a] ManySAT’s authors reworked
the clause sharing mechanism in such a way that the size of the clauses that can be
shared is dynamically decided.
PMinisat, we said, is the last (at the best of author’s knowledge) implementation
of a (pure) divide-and-conquer algorithm. This solver incorporates all of the main
features of previous divide-and-conquer solvers, like dynamic work stealing, search
through guiding paths and clause sharing. Moreover, it proposes a series of datastructures that, the authors says, increases the speed of the unit-propagation engine
by around 80% [GSH08]. A new idea introduced with PMinisat, instead, is the one
of a filter on the clauses that can be received by a thread. Before incorporating a
shared clause, each thread evaluates its relevance w.r.t. the guiding-path specific for
that thread. If the clause is relevant enough (i.e., it is short w.r.t. the thread current
assignment) it gets attached to the learnt clauses for the thread.
Subsequent works on parallel SAT solvers mainly focused on the problem of clause
sharing. For example, PeneLoPe [AHJ+ 12b] offers a fine-grained management of
shared clauses and each thread does not handle them as normal learnt clauses. As
in Section 4.5 we will have a dedicated discussion on achievements in clause sharing,
more details can be found there.

4.3 Search Space Partitioning Approaches
A fine-grained division of divide-and-conquer parallel SAT solvers is given in [HJN10]:
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• plain partitioning [HJN10], where the search space is partitioned into sub-spaces
and each sub-space is assigned to a solver.
• iterative partitioning [HJN10], where a formula is partitioned iteratively into a
tree of sub-problems and each sub-problem is solved in parallel.
Plain partitioning derives from an original formula F a number n of sub-problems
F, . . . , Fn , s.t. :
• F ≡ (F1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (Fn )
• Fi ∧ Fj is unsatisfiable, for every i 6= j
Observe that guiding-path solvers are a special case of plain-partitioning solver, where
each partition Fi is a formula of the kind F ∧Ki , and Ki is formula containing a single
unit clause. Being a pure divide-and-conquer approach, plain-partitioning suffers from
a theoretical slowdown in case the input formula is unsatisfiable [HM12a]. An idea of
why this is the case comes from the observation that, in order to prove unsatisfiability
of the input formula, unsatisfiability of for each single partition has to be proved
first; these partitions are not guaranteed to be easier of the original formula. The
original unsatisfiable formula, indeed, could contain a unsatisfiable strict sub-formula:
partitioning over a variable not belonging to this sub-formula would result in partitions
containing the same unsatisfiable core, that means of equal complexity.
Iterative partitioning does not suffer of this flaw, since the node at the root of the
tree (that is, the node working over the original formula) is always running, providing
a bound over the overall execution time. Moreover, it can be showed that adding
more parallel resources to the procedure, in theory, necessarily leads to an improved
run-time [HJN10].
Although portfolio solvers are the current state-of-the-art for what concerns parallel
SAT solvers, they have some limit for what concerns scalability [HM12b]. Remarkable
in this sense is the work in [AHJ+ 12a] that manages to achieve good scalability results
up to 32 cores.
Iterative partitioning, instead, does not pone a scalability problem: if more resources
are available, then more jobs are created in form of partitions of the search space. However, being iterative partitioning only recently proposed, only a study on how to divide
the search space [HM12b] and on limited clause sharing [HJN11] has been published.
Since the implementation of [GSH08], using guiding-paths, placed not too far behind
Manysat in SAT08 competition, we expect that iterative partitioning solvers could, in
some years, become competitive against portfolio solvers. In this work we contribute
to this goal by improving the clause sharing mechanism presented in [HJN11].

4.4 Iterative Partitioning
How to partition the search space in an iterative partitioning setting is showed in
Figure 3; moreover, we already defined the requirements for each partition in a plain
partitioning approach. Here we formalise better the partitioning mechanism by introducing the notion of partition function.
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F
K1
K11

K12

K2
K21

F1
F11

K22
F2

F12

F21

F22

Figure 3: The tree shows how a formula can be partitioned iteratively by using a
partitioning function that creates two child formulas.
Definition 4.1. A partition function is a function φ : F :→ 2F that associates to a
formula F ∈ F an n-ary set of formulae {F1 , . . . , Fn } such that:
• F ≡ F1 ∨ . . . ∨ Fn
• for each 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, Fi ∧ Fn = ⊥
Looking at the SAT problem for a formula F as a search problem, the search
space can be represented as the set of all assignments over the propositional variables
atom(F ). A partition function divides this search space into a certain number of
partitions. Without loss of generality, from now on we assume that every partition
Fi ∈ φ(F ) is of the form F ∧ Ki , for some formula constraint Ki . The idea of iterative
partitioning is that the application of the partition function can be iterated over child
formulae. This process result in the creation of a so called partition tree:
Definition 4.2. A partition tree for a formula F w.r.t. a partition function φ is a
tree T rooted in F such that, for every node F 0 ∈ T , the set of its direct successors
is φ(F 0 ).
For our purposes, it is convenient to mark each node of a partition tree with a
position; the root node has position , whereas the node at position pi is the i-th
successor of the node at position p. Without loss of generality, for every partition
tree T := (N , R) we assume that each i-th successor of a node F 0 ∈ N is a positive
number in base |φ(F 0 )|. With pos(T ) we denote the set of positions in the partition
tree T . Over such a set it is possible to define a prefix relation.
Definition 4.3. Consider a set pos(T ) of positions in a partition tree T . Then we
define the prefix relation ≤ ⊆ pos(T ) × pos(T ) as:
p ≤ q iff ∃q 0 ∈ pos(T ) s.t. q := pq 0
From now on, the notation F p will indicate the formula at position p of a partition
tree rooted in F . An useful notion is the one of length of a position.
Definition 4.4. Consider a partition tree T := (N , R) for a formula F w.r.t. a
certain partition function φ. Let p ∈ pos(T ) be a position in the partition tree. Then
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the length |p| of p in this tree is defined as:
(

|p| :=

0
|q| + 1

, if p = 
, if p = qi and (F q , F qi ) ∈ R

Observe that, for each position p ∈ pos(T ) valid position in a tree T , it holds
F p = F ∪ K i1 ∪ K i1 i2 ∪ . . . ∪ K i1 ...in , if p := i1 ...in and each ij ∈ {1, . . . , |φ(F i1 ...ij−1 )|}.
Additionally, since a partition tree is created upon a partition function, it directly follows from Definition 4.1 that, for every p ∈ pos(T ) and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |φ(F p )|} with
i 6= j:
• Fp ≡

W

iF

pi

and

• F pi ∧ F pj ≡ ⊥
Sharing learnt clauses among solvers that solve child formulae has been considered in
[HJN11]. There, Hyvärinen et. al. introduce an expensive mechanism called assumption (learnt) clause tagging and a fast approximation method called flag-based (learnt)
clause tagging. Next section is devoted to clause sharing in iterative-partitioning, and
the aforementioned methods are talked in more detail. Our contribution is a rework
of the second method that incorporates strengths of the two methods, outperforming
both.

4.5 Clause Sharing so Far
Due to the fact that it is an easy extension of every CDCL based parallel SAT solver,
it is no surprise that many approaches exploit the clause sharing technique.
As we said, PaSAT [SBK01] is the first shared-memory solver that implements
clause sharing. In detail, PaSAT uses a Global Lemma Store, held in shared-memory,
where all clauses that can be shared are kept. The criterion to send a clause to the
global lemma store is a fixed size one. In regular intervals the prover tasks check if
there are new clauses in the global store, and if this is the case, they integrate them
into their clause sets.
While claiming that it is not clear how much a solver can profit from sharing clauses,
authors report occasional speed-ups over SAT formulae as well as cases in which the
solver becomes slower. Efficiency over unsat instances is close to 1, regardless clausesharing activation.
A different approach is taken in GridSAT [CW03], where instead of shared memory
the solver makes use of a cluster of network connected machines. Rather than keeping
shared clauses in a global lemma store, sharing in GridSAT takes place at the act of
jobs creation, as the father job propagates all the clauses learnt so far to its children
jobs. Moreover, short clauses are sent to other clients each time they are learnt. An
obvious drawback of this approach is the fact that clauses of a client are discarded once
it finishes to analyse an unsatisfiable sub-problem. Nevertheless, occasional speed-ups
for both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances are observed, as well as occasional slowdowns. Like PaSAT, a solver can merge shared clauses with its own set of clauses
only at regular intervals (i.e., only at restarts).
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Authors of PMSat [GFS08] took inspiration from GridSAT, but it proposes a substantially different sharing mechanism that looks more like the one in PaSAT. Each
time a client in PMSat finishes its job by proving unsatisfiability, a subset of its
smallest and “more active” clauses is sent back to the master. Observe that this
overcomes the problem of GridSAT by allowing shared clauses to “outlive” the client
where they were learnt. The master is in charge of the propagation of shared clauses
to each client in the grid. Though authors of PMSat points out the fact that a fair
comparison between their approach and previous ones is impossible, they report a
higher percentage of super-linear speedups when compared with the results presented
by previous solvers.
All the approaches discussed so far try to limit the number of clauses that can be
shared, by means of a filter on the clause size. We already saw how in multithread
solver ySAT [FDH05], instead, every learnt clause is physically shared. This is done
by maintaining a list of generated learnt clauses that is accessible from all threads.
When a thread generates a learnt clause, it puts this clause onto the list. The other
threads frequently check the existence of new clauses on this list. Once the clause has
been acquired by every thread, the clause is removed from the list. Authors claim
that the overhead due to access of all the threads to a single shared clauses store is
“insignificant compared to the overall performance”. Even though experiments were
taken with a few cores, author of this thesis does not agree with such a claim at all,
nor their results do. Another quite hazardous claim is in the conclusion of their work,
as they claim that there seems to be no practical advantage in attempting to optimise
a CDCL algorithm by letting it execute concurrently on a multiprocessor workstation.
For the first work on clause sharing going beyond a mere fixed-size filter one has to
wait for the first portfolio solver, and especially [HJS09a] is an important milestone
in the field of clause sharing. In this work Hamadi et al. point out three main flaws
of every fixed-size clause sharing technique. The first is related to the fact that it
is difficult to predict the “ideal” size; a too small size might completely inhibit the
cooperation, while an overestimated one may induce a very large cooperation overhead.
The second flaw comes from the observation that, in modern CDCL solvers, the size
of learnt clauses tends to increase as the computation goes on. In a fixed size clause
sharing setting, then, a sudden halt of cooperation might occur eventually (saturation
problem). The third flaw is related to the fact that it is hard to predict if a clause will
be useful for the receiving solver, since different restart policies and activity scores
could lead two different search processes towards completely different search spaces
and make the cooperation pointless (relevance problem).
Hamadi observes that the first two flaws can be solved by maintaining the throughput
for each receiving solver constant over time. Throughput is defined as the number
of foreign clauses received in each time interval, where the time interval is typically
defined in terms of a fixed number of conflicts. Each solver keeps an upper bound and a
lower bound on the sizes of the clauses that can be received. If the current throughput
is higher than the ideal value, then a uniform decrease of the limits is performed
in order to decrease the cooperation with other solvers and the communication cost.
Likewise, if the current throughput is less than the ideal value then limits are uniformly
increased in order to enhance cooperation with other solvers.
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The third flaw, instead, can be solved by introducing a quality measure over the
clauses that are received. Instead of maintaining a constant throughput on incoming
clauses, each solver tries to maintain a constant throughput of a fixed quality instead.
The quality measure used in [HJS09a] is obtained by comparing the activities associated to each literal in the clauses that are received within the current time interval
to the maximum activity associated to a literal from the receiving solver.
Experimental results shows that these techniques result in an improvement of the
solver performance, as they manage to solve 6 instances more than plain ManySAT
over SAT Race 2008 parallel track industrial instances, and 7 more on crafted instances.
A more recent paper from the same authors [LHJS12] instead is concerned with
controlling the cooperation network, that is, selecting the solvers referred to as emitters that are allowed to send clauses to any receiver solver. In a classical portfolio
setting with clause-sharing, indeed, each solver can typically communicate with every
other solver that is working in parallel. This means that, considering the set of solvers
as a graph where each node is a solver and an edge between two nodes corresponds
to a connection between them, the topology of the network is the one of a clique.
Lazaar et al. point out how this kind of topology is quite disadvantageous as communication costs become a critical issue. For this reason, they propose an approach
that dynamically controls the topology of the network, based on Multi-Armed Bandit formalisation for emitter selection. In practice, each receiver solvers associates to
each emitter a certain probability giving more weight to those solvers that are emitting “better clauses” (w.r.t. to the search of the receiver). Each time a solver tries
to incorporate shared clauses, emitters will be chosen according to the probabilities
associated to them. Experimental results on SAT Challenge 2012 industrial instances
show that this modification can significantly improve the performance of a parallel
portfolio solver.
Another question of great relevance is related to the life of a shared clause once
it is incorporated among the clauses of the receiving solver. Every sequential CDCL
solver, indeed, usually performs some kind of cleaning strategy in order to prevent the
database of learnt clauses from growing to an unmanageable size. Since these cleaning
strategies are designed having a sequential scenario in mind, it becomes difficult for
a thread to manage clauses that have been generated from other solvers. A recent
work from Audemard et al. [AHJ+ 12a] makes a study on the whole life-cycle of a
shared clause once it is incorporated in the learnt database of a receiver solver. They
point out how, with the cleaning strategy of MiniSat 2.2, most of these clauses are
discarded without contributing to the search process at all.
In order to overcome this problem, they introduce a measure called psm to give
to each received clause a score. A clause that is likely to participate to the search,
e.g. a clause that is near to become unit, is given a higher score than a clause
that most likely will not participate to the search. Instead of the usual cleaning
strategy, clauses acquired through sharing mechanism are handled in a particular
way. First, they extend MiniSat in order to give it the ability to freeze [ALMS11]
clauses. A frozen clause is a clause that cannot participate in unit propagation steps
of the solver. This means that the data structure usually kept for unit propagation
and related to that clause can be discarded, thus saving resources. Frozen clauses
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can be reactivated again in future, if their psm score becomes promising again. In
PeneLoPe [AHJ+ 12b], the winner of the last SAT competition, a clause is definitely
deleted if it stays frozen for more than 7 restarts. The final results of [AHJ+ 12a]
shows very interesting insights, as they manage to obtain a portfolio procedure able
to scale up to 32 cores. Unfortunately, every SAT competition organised so far did
not go beyond 8 cores.
Observe that in this digression over the evolution of clause sharing during years
we purposely left aside iterative partitioning SAT solvers. The reason for this is that
clause sharing in an iterative partitioning setting is problematic, as it might harm the
soundness of the whole parallel procedure. In order to treat the subject thoroughly,
the rest of Section 4 is devoted to this topic.

4.6 Clause Sharing in Iterative Partitioning Solvers
In approaches based on guiding-paths, constraints are always in the form of unit
clauses. Internally to a SAT solver, unary clauses are usually not treated as clauses
but simply added to the current partial assignment as literals of level zero. This
means that, unless clauses are simplified w.r.t. to the level zero literals (as it happens
in MiniSat), clauses learnt in any sequential solver can be obtained as a resolution
derivation over clauses from the original formula. This means that every learnt clause
is a semantic consequence of the original problem, that implies that every learnt
clause is a semantic consequence of every partition and can be sent to any other
solver running in parallel.
Clearly, a solver cannot receive a clause that could make its local sequential procedure unsound. For example, clauses specific for a certain partition (e.g., clauses
belonging to a partitioning constraint) cannot be sent to a different partition of the
search space, because, assuming that the formula being solved from the receiving
solver is satisfiable, there could be no model that satisfies both the sent clause and
the formula of the receiving solver. In other words, every receiver working on a certain
formula cannot receive clauses that are not a semantic consequence of that formula.
It is arguable whether it is a good idea to forbid simplification steps for the only
sake of clause sharing. However, even by doing so things would not work in our
setting, where constraints are generic formulae and do not necessarily have to be unary
clauses. This allows for clauses belonging to a partitioning constraint to participate
in the conflict analysis to produce new learnt clauses, leading so to learnts that not
necessarily are a semantic consequence of the original problem. An example of this
problem is given in Example 4.5.
Example 4.5. Consider the partition tree in Figure 4. Observe that, in order to
better represent the simplifications that MiniSat performs with the clauses of the
original formula and literals of level zero, we assumed that nodes F 1 and F 2 are
respectively the reducts F |(¬1) and F |(1) of the formula F at the root of the partition
tree. Of course, the clause {¬1} cannot be sent to the solver working over F 2 , since
F 2 2 {¬1}. This is not the only clause that F 1 cannot send to F 2 . Indeed, consider
the formula F 1 in the partition tree and the following local run of a CDCL solver
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F := {{1, 2, 5}, {3, 4}, {¬2, 6, 1}, {¬2, ¬6}, {2, 6}, {¬6}}
¬1

1

{{2, 5}, {3, 4}, {¬2, 6}, {¬2, ¬6}, {2, 6}, {¬6}} {{3, 4}, {¬2, ¬6}, {2, 6}, {¬6}}
Figure 4: Partition tree for F
working over F 1 :
F 1 :: ( )

dec

F 1 :: (¬5̇)

unit

F 1 :: (¬5̇, 2)

unit

F 1 :: (¬5̇, 2, 6)

Observe, this run leads to a conflict after the decision ¬5̇ and unit propagations 2 and
6 so that the clause {¬2} is learnt. Since F 2 2 {¬2}, this clause cannot be added to
the clauses of F 2 . Moreover, observe that adding it would affect the soundness of the
sequential procedure solving F 2 , since F 2 is satisfiable and F 2 |= {2}. For the same
reason, {¬2} cannot be sent to the solver working over the original formula F .
4.6.1 Assumption-based Clause Tagging
Example 4.5 makes it clear that, in order to guarantee soundness, one has to give
the solver the ability to “remember” the fact that a particular clause depends on a
certain partitioning constraint. The idea of assumption-based clause tagging [HJN11]
is to add to each clause in a partitioning constraint Ki a new negated propositional
variable ¬aKi . Moreover, the unary clause {aKi } is added to Ki as well. First, observe
that a SAT solver working over the partition defined by Ki propagates the literal aKi
before anything (or better, before performing any decision). Once this is done, the
local search on that solver goes on normally. Notice that these “tagging literals” will
be carried on when learning a new clause. The next lemma explains why these tags
are important, and gives a hint on how they could be used in order to perform “safe”
clause sharing:
Lemma 4.6. Let T := (N , R) be a partition tree rooted in a formula F . Consider
a node F p ∈ T , and let C be a clause containing a number of negated tag literals
¬aK p1 , . . . , ¬aK pn . Then F ∧ K p1 ∧ . . . ∧ K pn |= C.
Proof. In case C is a partitioning constraint, the conclusion follows directly from how
tagging is defined. If C is a clause learnt in some step by the local solver, then it has
been obtained as a resolution from clauses in F ∪ K p1 ∪ . . . ∪ K pn , since tag literals
are always newly introduced literals. Hence the result.
Now, observe that constraints in Lemma 4.6 are s.t. p1 , . . . , pn are prefixes of p
(from construction of the partition tree T ). Moreover, among these prefixes there is
one of maximal length pj s.t. pi is a prefix of pj , for every i 6= j. Thus, clause C
is a semantic consequence of every successor node of F pj , that is, this clause can be
shared among all the solvers working over this partition.
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F := {{1, 2, 3}, {¬3, ¬2}, {¬2, 4, ¬1}, {¬2, ¬4, ¬1}, {4, 2, 5}, {4, 2, ¬5}}
{1}

{¬1}

F 1 := {{¬3, ¬2}, {¬2, 4}, {¬2, ¬4}, {4, 2}, . . .}

{{2, 3}, {¬3, ¬2}, . . .}

{3}
F 21

{¬3}

:= {{¬2}, {4, 2, 5}, {4, 2, ¬5}}

F 22

Figure 5: Partition tree over F with clause-tagging. Unsafe clauses are underlined.
The overlined clause [4, 2} ∈ F 1 is a shared clause that has been incorporated from F 21 .
Although assumption-based tagging is indeed a quite elegant approach, it has been
observed in [HJN11] that it leads to longer clauses (due to the tagging literals) that
significantly worsen the performance of the overall procedure, in terms of speed and
memory consumption. In fact, assumption-based clause tagging in less efficient than
an approach where sharing is not used at all. In order to overcome this problem,
Hyvärinen proposes a fast approximation of assumption-based tagging that does not
make use of assumption literals and thus does not introduce significant overhead. This
last approach, that represents the current state of the art concerning clause sharing
in iterative partitioning setting, is called flag-based clause tagging.
4.6.2 Flag-based Clause Tagging
In flag-based clause tagging, clauses are associated a flag that determines whether they
can be globally shared, or not. Clauses can be flagged as “safe”, that means they do
not depend on partitioning constraints, or as “unsafe” otherwise. This approach has
the advantage that no new literals have to be included in clauses, resulting in a better
memory usage than assumption-based. However, less clauses can be shared than
assumption-based, since a boolean flag cannot identify the partitioning constraints
the learnt clause depends on. Flags are assigned in the obvious way, that is a clause is
tagged as “unsafe” only if it is part of a partitioning constraint or it has been obtained
with a resolution derivation involving clauses belonging to partitioning constraints.
One can formally prove that every safe clause is a semantic consequence of the formula
at the root of the partition tree, implying that each safe clause can be received from
any solver in the partition tree. Next example shows how clauses received by a node
with flag-based sharing can effectively speed-up the computation on that node.
Example 4.7 (Flag-based Sharing). Figure 5 shows an example of a partition tree
in which unsafe clauses are underlined. Consider the following CDCL execution for
F 21 , which yields the conflict clause {4, 2, ¬5}:
F 21 :: ()

unit

F 21 :: (¬2)

dec

F 21 :: (¬2, ¬4̇)

unit

F 21 :: (¬2, ¬4̇, 5)

At this point, by performing a conflict analysis starting from the conflict clause
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F := {{1, 2, 3}, {¬3, ¬2}, {¬2, 4, ¬1}, {¬2, ¬4, ¬1}, {4, 2, 5, ¬7}, {¬4, 2, ¬5}, {7, 8}}
{{7}}

{¬7}

F 1 := {. . . , {¬2, ¬4, ¬1}, {4, 2, 5}, {4, 2, ¬5}}
{{1}}

F2

{{¬1}}

{{¬3, ¬2}, {¬2, 4}, {¬2, ¬4}, . . .}

{{2, 3}, {¬3, ¬2}, . . .}

{{3}}

{{¬3}}

F 121 := {{¬2}, {4, 2, 5}, {4, 2, ¬5}} {{2}, {4, 2, 5}, {4, 2, ¬5}}

Figure 6: Clause {4, 2}, learnt by the local solver working on the node solving formula F 121 , is not safe anymore, because it depends on the partition constraint {{7}}.
{4, 2, ¬5} one can derive the learnt clause D := {4, 2} = {4, 2, 5} ⊗ {4, 2, ¬5}. Since
only safe clauses have been used during resolution, D is a safe clause and thus it can
be shared among every node in the partition tree. In Figure 5 D is received from
the solver working over the formula F 1 . Observe that clause {4, 2} speeds-up the
computation on node F 1 . Indeed, consider the following sequential execution over
node F 1 after incorporating the shared clause {4, 2}:
F 1 :: ( )
F 1 :: (¬4̇, ¬2)

back

dec

F 1 :: (¬4̇)

F 1 :: ( )

learn

unit

F 1 , {4} :: ( )

After the decision ¬4̇, the local solver can immediately use the shared clause {4, 2} to
derive the learnt clause {4}. Performing the same decisions and propagating without
using the safe shared clause, instead, would lead to the learnt clause {4, 2}. Hence,
flag-based clause sharing can effectively speed-up the local computation of some node
in the tree.
We said that flag-based sharing is an incomplete approximation of what could be
shared “safely”. An example of this fact be seen in Figure 6, where we slightly changed
the shape of the partition tree. Consider such a partition tree and, like we did for
Example 4.7, assume that the clause D = {4, 2} is learnt while working on formula
F 121 . Since the resolution {4, 2, 5} ⊗ {4, 2, ¬5} involves an unsafe clause, D is also
tagged as unsafe and thus it is not shared at all. However, from Example 4.7 we know
that this clause can be “safely” shared among all the nodes F 1p , for all positions p
of the tree rooted in F . This example illustrates that flag-based tagging is a limited
approximation of clause sharing. The problem comes from the fact that flag-based
sharing keeps the information about whether a clause depends on some partitioning
constraints, without specifying what these constraints are.
Despite these weaknesses, evaluation in [HJN11] shows how flag-based clause tag-
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ging is a significant advance from assumption-based, and it is also superior to an
approach not exploiting sharing at all. The idea proposed here is to extend the
tagging in a way such that it becomes possible to identify what are the partitioning
constraints that contributed to the creation of a certain unsafe clause, as it happens for
the assumption-based approach, while keeping an overhead similar to the flag-based
approach. The new technique is called position-based clause tagging.

4.7 Position-based Clause Tagging: a New Approach to Clause Sharing
Flag-based sharing is designed in a way that a clause can be shared only if this clause
is a semantic consequence of the original formula. In other words, unsafe clauses
that are semantic consequences of formulae belonging to some strict sub-tree of the
partition tree are not shared at all. If the tag encodes the sub-tree where a clause is
“safe”, this clause can at least be shared in this sub-tree. The key idea of positionbased tagging is to associate each clause a position in the partition tree. If C is a
clause, and p a position in the partition tree, C p denotes that the clause C is tagged
with the position p. Given a partition tree T for a formula F, clauses belonging to F
have to be tagged with the empty position . Clauses in a partition constraint K p are
tagged with the position p. A learnt clause Dq obtained from a resolution derivation
(R1p1 , . . . , Rnpn ) is tagged with the longest position q among the positions of the clauses
that are used for resolution, i.e. q = arg maxpi |pi |, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe that
the same clause can be derived in different nodes of the partition tree and thus be
given different positions. In order to permit a sequential solver to receive a clause
from another node in the same partition tree, the DP LL reduction system presented
in table 1 needs to be extended.
First, observe that the tagging is defined in terms of resolution steps. Thus, the
generic learn rule of the CDCL abstract reduction system needs to be replaced with
one that enforces learnt clauses to be obtained through resolution steps, only. Observe
that this is not a limitation w.r.t. real word implementations of CDCL solvers, since
they all use resolution to derive learnt clauses (see Section 3.2). The second step is
to give each sequential solver the ability to receive clauses from other computation
units. This is done through the receive rule:
Definition 4.8. Let G be a formula, J a partial interpretation and F pq the node at
position pq of a partition tree rooted in F . Consider a clause C p . Then
G :: J

rec

G, C p :: J iff F pq :: ()

∗

G :: J

Note that the position p of the clause C p is a prefix of the position pq of the formula
F pq . The correctness of this receive rule is obtained by showing that the formula F pq
entails any clause C p , which we formally state as Corollary 4.13 below. In order to
prove it, we make use of an auxiliary definition:
Definition 4.9. Let F q be a node in a partition tree rooted in F . Consider a sequen∗
tial chain F q :: ()
G :: J s.t. C p ∈ G. Consider a clause Rs . Then C p >res Rs iff
p
C is a learnt clause and Rs is one of the resolvents used to derive C p .
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It is not hard to see that the transitive closure >+
res of >res is a well-founded strict
partial order, since each learnt clause is the result of a finite resolution derivation and
each partition tree is finite. Thus, the well-founded induction principle [BN98] is valid
on >+
res .
Lemma 4.10. Consider a node F q , and a sequential chain F q :: ()
that C p ∈ G. Then p is a prefix of q.

∗

G :: J such

p
Proof. By well-founded induction w.r.t. >+
res . (IB) If C is not learnt, then it must
p
q
be C ∈ F and thus thesis follows from construction. (IH+IS) Assume C p has been
obtained in some node with a resolution derivation (R1r1 , . . . Rjp , . . . , Rnrn ), and that
the theorem holds for each of these resolvents. If C p is a received clause, then it must
be p ≤ q by definition of the receive rule. If C p has been learnt in F q , then the lemma
hypotheses hold for Rjp as well, and thus from (IH) p is a prefix of q.

Lemma 4.11. If C p is a learnt clause that has been obtained from a resolution derivation (R1p1 , . . . , Rnpn ), then pi is a prefix of p, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 4.10
Theorem 4.12. Let F p be a node of a partition tree T rooted in F . Let C p be a
clause belonging to some node of T . Then it holds F p |= C p .
p
p
p
Proof. By well-founded induction w.r.t. >+
res . (IB) If C is not learnt, then C ∈ F ,
and thus F p |= C p . (IH + IS) Assume C p is obtained as a resolution from resolvents (R1q1 , . . . , Rnqn ), and that the theorem holds for each of these resolvents. From
Lemma 4.11, we have that q1 , . . . , qn are prefixes of p. This, together with the definition of partition tree, leads to:

F qi ⊆ F p , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Thus F p |= F qi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From (IH) and transitivity we derive that F p models
every resolvent of C p , concluding that F p |= C p .
Corollary 4.13. Let F pq be a node in the partition tree T . Let C p be a clause
belonging some node of T . Then it holds F pq |= C p .
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 4.12 and equality F pq = F p ∪ K pq .
Observe how Corollary 4.13 provides a way to show soundness for an iterative
approach exploiting position-based clause sharing, as it guarantees that each clause
received by a node is a semantic consequence of that node. Moreover, the theorem
shows how each safe clause in flag-based approach is a semantic consequence of each
receiver node, since unsafe clauses in our setting would simply correspond to clauses
tagged with a non-empty position. Please notice that this is the first formal proof of
correctness for flag-based clause tagging, as work in [HJN11] presents the approach
without providing a proof of its correctness.
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Example 4.14. Now reconsider the example in Figure 6, which is an extension of
Figure 5. Flag-based clause tagging was not able to share the learnt clause {4, 2}
anymore, because {4, 2} unsafe. The new sharing rule position-based tagging can
share this clause again as in the situation of Figure 5: all solvers working on formulae
F 1p , where p is a position such that 1p ∈ pos(T ), can receive clause {4, 2}.
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5 Empirical Evaluation
5.1 Underlying Iterative Partitioning Solver
At the time of writing, and at the best of author’s knowledge, the only multi-threaded
parallel SAT solver exploiting the iterative partitioning strategy is splitter [BBD+ 12].
Splitter uses MiniSat 2.2 [ES03] as underlying sequential solver, where each of these
solvers is submitted jobs (alias, partition tree nodes) from a master thread. Each time
more jobs are needed, a node in the partition tree is chosen to be split and given to
a splitter thread which applies a certain partitioning function on it. The master is
responsible for generating a sufficient number of jobs such that the parallel resources,
e.g. the available cores in a multi-core architecture, are saturated.
All of the experiments here presented make use of a fixed basic configuration chosen
among the ones which seemed to perform best over the SAT Challenge 20123 set of
instances. This configuration differs from the one that has been submitted, together
with splitter, to the last SAT Challenge (a description of the configuration can be
found in [BBD+ 12]), since that configuration was so bad that relegated splitter in the
last position (by far) of the whole competition.
The configuration we adopt makes use of a conflict-based limit in order to stop
those nodes that seem to be assigned a too difficult partition. In the tests, this limit
is set to 512000 conflicts, i.e. every 512000 clauses learnt in a node the search over
that node is stopped and the node is split.
The partitioning function used for the tests is the default one of splitter: VSIDS
Scattering.
5.1.1 VSIDS Scattering
VSIDS scattering is a method for partitioning nodes in a partition tree proposed by
Hyvärinen in [HJN06]. Some auxiliary notions are needed in order to introduce the
scattering method, namely the notions of cubes [HKWB12] and scattering partition
function.
Definition 5.1. A cube is a formula Q := {C1 , . . . , Cn } such that |Ci | = 1, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Please observe that the negation of a cube Q := {{L1 }, . . . , {Ln }} is the clause
{¬L1 , . . . , ¬Ln }.
Definition 5.2. An n-ary scattering function is a function that, by generating n − 1
cubes Q1 , . . . , Qn−1 , partitions a formula F0 into n partitions F1 , . . . , Fn defined as:


F1






Fm+1






Fn
3

:= F0 ∧ Q1
:= F0 ∧
:= F0 ∧

m
V

¬Qi ∧ Qm+1 , for 1 ≤ m < n − 1

i=1
n−1
V

¬Qi

i=1

http://baldur.iti.kit.edu/SAT-Challenge-2012/
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It follows directly from definition that the hardness of the scattering procedure
relies in the cubes generation phase. The aim is to produce partitions that have
similar estimated computation costs in order to avoid trivially unsatisfiable nodes
and thus prevent the partition tree from growing too much. Nodes generation phase,
indeed, is costly and generating too easy nodes would not amortise the overhead
introduced for their creation (see ping-pong effect [JLU01]).
For generating the cube Ki (i < n), the partition Fi−1 is given in input to a splitter
thread. The splitter thread will launch a MiniSat instantiation over that partition,
0
and let it run until a node Fi−i
:: J is met such that the number of decision literals
in J is i. Let {d1 , . . . , di } be the set of such decision literals. Then the cube Ki is the
formula {{d1 }, . . . , {di }}.

5.2 Clause Sharing Implementation
5.2.1 From Position-Based Clause Tagging to Level-Based Clause Tagging
The key idea of position-based clause tagging is to tag each clause C with a position
in order to identify that (unique) node in the partition tree that minimally contains
all of the partitioning constraints used for the generation of C. Thus, as long as this
node can be uniquely determined, it is not necessary to use positions to identify it.
An alternative tagging that has been used for the experiments, and that is equivalent
to position-based tagging, exploits the idea of tagging each clause with an integer
representing a level in the partition tree.
Definition 5.3. Consider a node F p in a partition tree T for a formula F . Then the
level of F p in T is defined as |p|.
The semantics we associate to a level tag is the relation “ancestor of level”. Observe
that, given a node of position p in a partition tree T , its (unique) ancestor of level
n can be uniquely determined, as it is the node at position q such that p = qr and
|q| = n.
Tagging with levels is defined in the obvious way, that is clauses at root node are
tagged with level 0; clauses belonging to a partitioning constraint K p are tagged with
|p|, and each learnt clause obtained from a resolution derivation (Rn1 , . . . , Rnm ) is
tagged with maxni |ni |, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Clearly, the approach guarantees soundness if sharing is performed complying to
Corollary 4.13. This means that a clause C n learnt at a node F p is a semantic
consequence of that (unique) ancestor node F q such that q is a prefix of p with
|q| = n.
5.2.2 Pools of Shared Clauses
Each node in the partition tree is associated a pool containing shared clauses tagged
with the position of that node, and only those. Given a node F p we refer to its pool
as the pool of position p. Being pools entities separated from solvers threads, shared
clauses can outlive the solver where they have been produced.
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From now on, we refer as pull to the action that a solver performs in order to get
a clause from a pool of shared clauses; likewise, we call push the action that a solver
performs in order to write a new clause in a pool of shared clauses.
For an easier implementation solvers are allowed to pull shared clauses from a pool
only at restarts. According to Corollary 4.13, each solver working over a node F p can
only pull clauses from pools of position q ≤ p, that is, from all of the ancestors of the
node it is solving. Since it has been observed that the height of the tree tends not to
grow too much (see Table 4), in the evaluation here described solvers are allowed, at
every restart, to pull clauses from each pool they can access.
Pools are implemented as ring-buffers with a fixed maximum size, common to every
pool. This means that a pool is allowed to grow until a certain maximum value is
reached: from this point onwards, new incoming clauses replace the oldest clauses in
the pool.
Since the majority of the clauses is sent to the (unique) pool of level zero, also
because in general the majority of learnt clauses is safe, pools downwards in the tree
might be scarcely populated. However, observe that allowing a pool at position q to
contain clauses of position p ≤ q would not violate the hypotheses of Corollary 4.13.
Thus, one could obtain a more homogeneous “pools filling” by artificially worsening
(alias, increasing) the levels of shared clauses and, consequently, sending them downer
in the tree (we called this technique dynamic level).
Tests tell that dynamic level helps in case the pools have a relatively small maximum
size, but not in the case where pools are allowed to grow up to a considerable size
before starting behaving as a ring-buffers. When pools are small, indeed, clauses are
deleted often and for this reason they are prevented from contributing much to the
search. In this scenario dynamic level option can mitigate the problem by optimising
the way pools are filled.
5.2.3 Handling of Unit Clauses
Each clause obtained through a resolution derivation is tagged as prescribed from
position-based tagging (in its level-based variant). A special mention, however, is
deserved by the handling of unit clauses. By default MiniSat does consider unit
clauses as level zero literals, and thus it does not keep a clause structure for each unit
clause. It follows that level zero literals in MiniSat can participate to resolution steps
as every normal unit clause would do. Consequently, each level zero literal needs to
be tagged as if it was a normal clause. With this respect, unit propagation steps
are critical since unit propagation at level zero can be seen as a resolution derivation.
This duality between unit propagation and resolution is exposed by Example 5.4.
Example 5.4. Consider a unit propagation step F :: P unit F :: P, L, where P is
a sequence of level zero literals, and consider the clause C in F such that C|p = {L}.
Observe that the unit clause {L} can alternatively be obtained as a resolution derivation (R1 := C ⊗{L1 }p1 , . . . , Rn := Rn−1 ⊗{Ln }pn ) where each Li ∈ C \C|p (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Thus, according to Corollary 4.13, clause {L} has to be tagged with arg maxpi |pi |,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Since unit-propagation is a very crucial part of the sequential CDCL procedure,
this kind of analysis is not very convenient as it introduces overhead over the unitpropagation engine. Nevertheless, empirical results show that this does not prevent
configurations with clause sharing from being faster than configurations were clause
sharing was disabled (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5).
5.2.4 Pulling Clauses
After pulling a shared clause from a pool, the solver copies it into its local database
of learnt clauses. In order to prevent the clause from being deleted too early without
contributing to the local search, the activity for that clause is increased once (MiniSat
uses an activity based clause removal, see Section 3.3.4 or [ES03]). As discussed in
Section 4.5, work in [AHJ+ 12a] points out how this is not an optimal strategy, and that
substantially better results could be obtained by introducing a dedicated mechanism
for handling shared clauses instead of considering them as normal learnt clauses. This
might be an interesting direction for future work.
When receiving a clause, MiniSat by default deletes all the false literals of level
zero in that clause. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, when this action is performed the
level of the clause being received might get worsened. Author tried out to forbid this
simplification on shared clauses whenever it would worsen the level of the clause being
received. However, no improvements were observed, and the solver seemed to perform
worse. One reason for this might be that forbidding simplifications led to longer
clauses, worsening the overall performance for the receiver sequential solver. For
these reasons in the experiments here presented the default simplification of MiniSat
is turned on, and levels of received clauses are allowed to be worsened.
5.2.5 Pushing Clauses
Each solver shares its learnt clauses every a fixed number of conflicts, called sharingdelay. Observe that if sharing-delay is set to 1, then each time a clause C p is learnt
that clause is immediately pushed into the pool of position p in the tree. This might
introduce a communication overhead due to several (short) lock requests on the pools,
as we will see in Section 5.5.1.
By default pools are kept duplicates-free: a solver is allowed to push a clause in a
pool only if that clause is not already present in the pool. Observe that duplicates
check efficiency is strictly correlated to the size of the pools of shared clauses (since the
clause to be pushed has to be checked against each other clause in the pool). Tables 3
and 8 show how the occurrences of duplicates vary significantly from configuration to
configuration. However, in the majority of our experiments author observed that the
number of duplicates tends to stay reasonably low, and thus duplicates check might
be disabled without negatively affecting the overall performance. A confirmation
of this comes from the fact that, by running experiments, we did not observe any
significant difference between having the duplicates check feature on or off (in case
the pool is small, as in Section 5.4). The results here presented are all obtained from
configurations where duplicate check was enabled.
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5.3 Instances Selection
Experiments have been performed on two different instances sets. The first one,
counting 600 instances, is the whole set of industrial instances from SAT Challenge
2012 [JLBRS12]. From now on, we will refer to this set simply as SAT12. The second
one is the set of industrial instances from SAT Competition 2009, consisting of 292
instances and that corresponds to the same instance set used for the evaluation of
flag-based clause tagging in [HJN11]. From now on, we will refer to this set simply
as SAT09. Being the SAT12 instance set too big for a feasible parameter selection,
the solver has been tuned over a smaller subset consisting of 125 instances. The best
configuration author could find over this set corresponds to the second best configuration author managed to find over the SAT09 instance set, thus author believes that
this is a good configuration in general.
Instances have been chosen in order to obtain a set containing a fair number of
satisfiable, unsatisfiable, easy, medium and hard instances. Hardness for each instance
has been estimated by running 6 different solver configurations, three different ones
with clause sharing (flag-based or position-based) disabled and three different ones
with enabled clause sharing. For each configuration author has chosen:
• 5 instances where the wall-clock solving time was less than 100 seconds (easy
instances)
• 5 instances where the wall-clock solving time was between 400 and 800 seconds
(medium instances)
• 10 instances where the wall-clock solving time was between 800 and 2000 seconds
(medium-hard instances)
• 10 instances where the wall-clock solving time was greater than 2000 seconds
and less than the timeout (hard instances)
• 8 instances where the height of the partition tree has reached a level greater
than 3 (memory consuming instances)
To the obtained result set (thus, devoid of duplicates) author added 10 instances
that were not solved in any of the test runs performed up to that point. Finally, all
those instances that could only be solved by those configurations where sharing was
disabled, and the other way around, have been added as well.

5.4 Tests on SAT12
The experiments have been run in a multi-core setting using AMD Opteron 6274
CPUs with 2.2 GHz and 16 cores, so that we run 16 local solvers in parallel. The
timeout for every instance is set to 1 hour (wall clock) and a total of 16 GB main
memory is allowed for the parallel solver. Note that a parallel solver is intrinsically
non-deterministic: running it several times over the same instance may result in
different run times. Especially for satisfiable instances, it is known that by chance
the solution is found much faster in the repetition of the run. However, in our specific
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Figure 7: Solved instances and solving times of the four configurations on SAT12
case execution times have been quite stable, and thus the results here exposed are
likely to be replicated.
The evaluation is performed over the following solver configurations:
1. SIZE2: position-based sharing restricted to unit and binary clauses
2. RAND: position-based sharing where any clause is shared with 5% probability
3. FLAG: flag-based sharing
4. NONE: no clauses are shared
Each of these configurations shares the same basic setting described in Section 5.1.
Moreover, for configurations explotining clause sharing, sharing-delay parameter is
set to one. This means that a clause C p is put into the pool at position p as soon
as it is learnt. In order to fill pools in a more homogeneous way, for our experiments

Table 2: Number of solved instances with 16 threads over SAT12 instance set
Approach Solved SAT UNSAT Median
SIZE2
RAND
FLAG
NONE
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430
380
417
418

239
232
234
244

191
148
183
174

268.99
500.76
324.29
296.73

AVG

CPU ratio Score

377.397 11.4531
374.445 11.4951
378.969
11.396
383.785 12.1013

78
-50
30
-58
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Table 3: Clause sharing analysis with 16 threads over SAT12 instance set
Conf

SH LV 0 SH LV 1

SIZE2
RAND
FLAG
NONE

1021
19086
4570
0

4066
20446
0
0

Cur

Prev Un

Bin Dup Glue

Tot

10608 1301 949 11395 18 12345 12345
111960 11760 35 689 1114 2188 134583
707 1566 222 4348 0 4570 4556
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

we artificially worsen the sharing level for SIZE2 and RAND (dynamic levels option): if
a clause C should be sent to level k, then we send it to level k 0 = k + log2 |C|. The
maximum size of each pool, for each configuration that makes use of sharing, is set
to 10000 clauses.
5.4.1 Quantitative Analysis on Solved and Unsolved Instances
Table 2 gives various properties of the four configurations on the SAT12 instance
set. For the whole set, the number of solved instances for both satisfiable (SAT)
and unsatisfiable (UNSAT) formulae is given. SIZE2 slightly outperforms every other
approach by solving at least 12 instances more. Surprisingly, this ranking gives a poor
performance to previous work FLAG [HJN11].
With respect to median run time (Median), that is the time necessary to solve half
of the whole instance set, SIZE2 still outperforms other configurations. This is not the
case for the average run time of solved instances (AVG), where the best configuration
is RAND. Even if at a first sight this could seem surprising, please notice that RAND
solves far less instances than other approaches, meaning that difficult (with respect to
run time) instances are likely not to be considered for the count of the average (since
they are not solved). A confirmation of this fact can be observed in the cactus plot
of Figure 7.
The cactus plot is a diagram with two axes: on the y-axis wall-clock times are
reported, in seconds; on the x-axis, instead, the number of solved instances is given.
For each element of the ordered sequence (ascending w.r.t. wall-clock time) of solved
instances (I1 , . . . , In ), a point (j, wt(Ij )), with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is “plotted” in the diagram,
where wt(Ij ) is defined as the wall-clock time required to solve the instance Ij .

Table 4: Partition tree analysis with 16 threads over SAT12 instance set
Approach

#Nodes

#UnsolvedNodes

#SplitS

TreeHeight

SIZE2
RAND
FLAG
NONE

45.8087
33.8286
48.2662
44.0582

7.65225
6.72879
8.3594
8.18303

0.500832
0.667221
0.434276
0.479201

2.22795
1.72712
1.95507
1.91015
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Table 5: Thread analysis with 16 threads over SAT12 instance set
Approach

Memory

CPUTime

RealTime

BlockedThreads

SIZE2
RAND
FLAG
NONE

2448
4348
2453
2698

17429
17149
18356
18588

1289
1555
1365
1363

96315
6540
33
0

For satisfiable instances, sharing no clauses seems to be the best opportunity, allowing the parallel solvers to diverse. On the other hand, for unsatisfiable instances
the position-based sharing seems to be best. A good filter on clauses that can be
shared is also important, as can be seen when SIZE2 is compared to RAND: SIZE2
solves more instances and the average run time per instance is almost the same. The
CPU ratio, that is the total CPU time divided the total wall clock time, shows how
many cores have been used in average to solve all the instances. Observe that this
ratio is quite far from the ideal number (sixteen in these tests), but this does not
depend on clause sharing. The splitter version used for these tests had some problems in re-allocating jobs every time new clauses were available. A more realistic
measure, indeed, is obtained with the tests on SAT09 instances set by making use of
an improved version of splitter (see Section 5.5). Nevertheless, one can still observe
that the accesses to shared data structures do not alter this measure significantly: the
value of configuration NONE, which does not share any clauses, is only slightly better
than the other three configurations. It has been discussed whether only the number
of solved instances is a good measure [Gel11]. A more careful ranking, which also
takes solving times into account, gives a different picture. Column Score of Table 2
is based on work of [Gel11]. Every configuration is compared pairwise, and on each
instance a “match” is played. If a configuration is faster on an instance, then it adds
1 to its current intermediate score, −1 otherwise. If two configurations are tie on a
certain instance, then none of the configurations is added or subtracted points. Once
all combinations have been compared, it is possible to create a matrix of intermediate
scores. For details on how extract the final ranking scores, how in our table, from

Table 6: Scalability analysis 16 vs 4 threads over SAT12 instance set
Configuration
SIZE2
RAND
FLAG
NONE
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SAT
slower faster
39
39
48
18

203
195
192
226

UNSAT
slower faster
18
13
21
16

175
136
170
160

SAT run time UNSAT run time
4-core 16-core 4-core 16-core
317.10
264.18
293.53
296.16

234.60
259.37
235.51
235.91

694.10
639.40
636.49
603.22

556.08
554.83
562.41
591.20
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Figure 8: Solved instances and solving times of the four configurations
the matrix of intermediate scores please refer to [Gel11]. Regarding our experiments,
the used noise value for ties has been set to the fixed value of 60 seconds. Now, FLAG
shows the second best performance after SIZE2, which looks more like the expected
evaluation. Furthermore, this ranking shows that the new approach outperforms the
other configurations significantly. Comparing SIZE2 directly with NONE the score is
37 to -37 points. Comparing to FLAG, SIZE2 still wins with 13 to -13 points.
5.4.2 Clause Sharing Analysis
We analyzed how many clauses have been shared, and furthermore recorded the subtree where these clauses are valid. Table 3 shows several details regarding clause
sharing, namely: the average number of clauses per instance that are sent to the pool
of level zero (SH LV 0); the average number of clauses per instance that are sent to
pools of level one (SH LV 1); the average number of clauses per instance that have
been tagged with the same positions of those nodes where they have been learnt (Cur);
the average number of clauses per instance that are learnt at level n and tagged with
level n − 1 (Prev); the average number of shared clauses per instance that are unit
(Un); the average number of shared clauses per instance that are binary (Bin); the
average number of shared clauses per instance whose ldb score is less or equal than
two (Glue); the average number of shared clauses per instance (Tot). Obviously, NONE
does not share any clause. The configuration FLAG shares only clauses, if they are
valid for the whole formula. Therefore, all 6557 clauses have been sent to the storage
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Table 7: Number of solved instances with 8 threads over SAT09 instance set
Approach
SIZE2
SIZE3
LBD2
LBD3
LBD2SIZE8
SIZE2FLAG
SIZE3FLAG
LBD2FLAG
LBD3FLAG
LBD2SIZE8FLAG
NONE
LBD2SIZE8SH32

Solved SAT UNSAT Median
196
200
195
191
193
187
190
191
186
184
183
187

82
87
84
86
87
84
84
85
83
83
82
84

114
113
111
105
106
103
106
106
103
101
101
103

632.74
634.85
772.67
816.26
955.28
848.28
811.00
755.36
801.26
1062.40
1064.84
869.62

AVG

CPU ratio Score

753.23
6.66111
741.661 6.46252
783.159 6.47885
711.404 6.26359
672.434 5.92167
668.747 6.46023
744.533
6.5868
689.209 6.56635
633.958 6.39582
725.946
5.9966
771.522 6.79761
607.565 6.17128

13
175
67
110
57
-125
-30
-125
21
-240
-278
280

of the initial formula. Sharing clauses randomly with 5 % probability results in the
most shared clauses, namely 209199 in RAND. Note that only 14 % of all clauses are
shared among all nodes in the partition tree. Another 15 % of the clauses are sent
to pools of level 1. All remaining clauses are sent lower in the tree and thus shared
among fewer nodes. Restricting shared clauses to binary and unit clauses in SIZE2
leads to less shared clauses, namely only 17202. Similarly to RAND, only a small fraction (8 %) of these clauses is sent to the root of the partition tree. Note that both
SIZE2 and RAND share binary clauses not at the root node, so that the number cannot
be easily compared to FLAG. Still, SIZE2 shares more clauses than FLAG in total, and
also results in a higher performance. Finally, the number of duplicates in the pools
is relatively low for every configuration. A reason for this is because the pools are
relatively small, as in Section 5.5 with an increased pool picture will slightly change.
Summarising, it is shown that our new sharing approach can share more clauses than
previous approaches. Also, these clauses are useful for the search since the solver performs better than the previous one. However, configuration RAND shows that simply
sending any clause without a good filter results in a degradation of performance. This
is in line with the expected behaviour and previous research on clause sharing. The
used size restriction seems to be a good filter heuristic, or at least better than not
sharing clauses at all. However, we anticipate that with a better semaphores access
policy (and with less threads) better results can be achieved by allowing more clauses
to be shared (see Section 5.5).
5.4.3 Partition Tree and Resource Consumption Analysis
Interesting insight is given from Tables 4 and 5, describing respectively the shape of
the partition tree and the consumption of resources (memory and time) from threads.
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Table 8: Clause sharing analysis with 8 threads over SAT09 instance set
Conf
SIZE2
SIZE3
LBD2
LBD3
LBD2SIZE8
SIZE2FLAG
SIZE3FLAG
LBD2FLAG
LBD3FLAG
LBD2SIZE8FLAG
NONE
LBD2SIZE8SH32

SH LV 0 SH LV 1
3063
16422
10010
21167
32399
3108
15175
10862
22037
34064
0
30932

1031
4166
3025
8118
19157
0
0
0
0
0
0
18962

Cur
5403
20250
12947
30718
92163
664
2060
1547
4904
8626
0
100377

Prev Un Bin Dup Glue
2038
9074
6215
12797
23145
1239
4188
3136
8530
13695
0
22311

863
751
848
488
455
177
181
166
153
162
0
443

7763
6224
6595
3421
3380
2930
2852
2293
1961
1998
0
3298

27
14967
3584
4608
4170
32
6388
3207
3483
2699
0
4302

8626
14137
25855
10642
9068
3108
6587
10862
5664
4996
0
9000

Tot
8626
42931
25855
53097
128062
3108
15175
10862
22037
34063
0
134253

Regarding Table 4, the information provided is: the average size of the partition tree
per instance in terms of number of nodes (#Nodes); the average number of nodes per
instance for which the timeout has been reached without solving the assigned task
(#UnsolvedNodes); the average number of nodes per instance that have been solved
while attempting to split them, either by a splitter or solver thread (#SplitS); the
average height of the partition tree per instance (TreeHeight).
First, notice how the average height of a partition tree per instance is quite low. This
is both because SAT12 set contains several easy instances and because the cardinality
of the splits is quite high, namely 8. Moreover, it seems that sharing a huge number of
clauses tends to produce smaller partition trees, as for configuration RAND the average
number of nodes per instance is 34 against 44 of NONE. An explanation for this fact
comes from the observation that the average number of solved nodes per instance
increases when RAND is used, preventing new splits from being created because of a
timeout. This is a good news as by creating less nodes the overhead introduced by
the splitting phase is reduced.
Finally, observe that the number of nodes solved during the splitting phase is in
approximation only the 1% of the average number of solved nodes per instance. This
is not surprising as a splitter thread usually has a very short life; consequently, the
chances of solving a node during this elapse of time are quite low.
Table 5 provides information about the resources used by the parallel solver: Memory is the average number of megabytes per instance required by the whole parallel
procedure; CPUTime is the average cpu time spent on each instance, measured in
seconds; RealTime is the average wall-clock time spent on each instance, measured
in seconds; BlockedThreads is the average number of times per instance that threads
tried to access pools under a write lock (since we are using read-write locks, encoun-
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Table 9: Partition tree analysis with 8 threads over SAT09 instance set
Approach

#Nodes

#UnsolvedNodes

#SplitS

TreeHeight

SIZE2
SIZE3
LBD2
LBD3
LBD2SIZE8
SIZE2FLAG
SIZE3FLAG
LBD2FLAG
LBD3FLAG
LBD2SIZE8FLAG
NONE
LBD2SIZE8SH32

50.5205
46.3322
49.4829
30.7158
27.2329
32.387
39.2055
43.0856
31.4795
24.161
45.0685
25.8733

6.96575
6.40411
6.84247
4.38014
3.92466
5.46575
6.15753
6.59247
5.13356
4.17808
6.92466
3.61301

1.0411
1.08219
1.05479
1.08904
1.19521
0.84589
0.842466
0.938356
0.982877
0.825342
0.842466
1.15068

2.20205
2.11644
2.16781
1.92808
1.91781
2.07192
2.00342
1.9726
2.03767
1.86986
2.01027
1.83562

tering a lock means that another thread is already pushing clauses on the same pool).
Unfortunately, memory usage becomes an important issue when the number of
shared clauses increases. Indeed, observe that RAND requires twice as memory as NONE.
There are at least two explanations for this increased memory usage:
1. pools require memory to allocate clauses
2. solvers pulling clauses from a pool tend to have bigger learnt databases
The second problem can be tackled by introducing a modified cleaning strategy that
takes into account the fact that some clauses are not learnt locally but received from
other solvers [AHJ+ 12a].
The first problem, instead, can be alleviated by deleting those pools that cannot be
accessed by any thread (e.g., pools on solved nodes). In Section 5.5 we perform tests
with an improved version of the solver that presents this pools deletion mechanism;
the memory overhead introduced by this improved solver is dramatically lower than
the overhead of the original version.
5.4.4 Scalability Analysis
To check whether for future multi-core architectures the approach will scale further,
the four solver configurations are run also with a restriction to 4 cores and we measure
the run time and number of solved instances again. For instances that could be solved
with 4 or 16 cores we give the number of instances that can be solved faster with one
of the two approaches in Table 6. Column slower (resp. faster) counts the total
number of instances where the solver with 16 threads was slower (resp. faster) than
its counterpart with 4 thread. Furthermore, the average run time per solved instance
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Table 10: Thread analysis with 8 threads over SAT09 instance set
Approach

Memory

CPUTime

RealTime

BlockedThreads

SIZE2
SIZE3
LBD2
LBD3
LBD2SIZE8
SIZE2FLAG
SIZE3FLAG
LBD2FLAG
LBD3FLAG
LBD2SIZE8FLAG
NONE
LBD2SIZE8SH32

617
615
617
612
666
599
640
604
608
609
556
642

3527
3227
3415
3057
2885
2932
3225
3098
2736
3191
3398
2589

2723
2643
2673
2588
2560
2748
2685
2716
2654
2757
2918
2571

60957
104730
86268
77204
122744
18834
80785
76295
70391
98067
0
11258

is compared (columns SAT run time and UNSAT run time). The data shows that
most of the instances benefit from additional resources. The run time comparison
shows that most of the times using 16 cores instead of 4 cores results in a higher
performance of the solver. Only a few instances are slower. A similar picture is
also presented when the average run times are compared. For all configurations the
average run time decreases when more resources are used. These results are in line
with the results of [HM12b], where no clause sharing was used.

5.5 Tests on SAT09
Tests are performed on the same machine used for tests on SAT12 but, instead of 16
threads, the parallel sat solver is allowed to work at with eight threads, only (that is
the same number of threads usually allowed in SAT competitions). Another difference
is that the timeout is extended from 1 hour to 2 hours. The basic configuration of
splitter is the same as for the experiment on SAT12, but the implementation is slightly
different as some minor bugs were fixed resulting in a better usage of memory and
cpu resources (see Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.3).
Due to the improvement that permits to delete useless pools of shared clauses,
discussed in 5.4.3, and from the observation that the average number of shared clauses
per instance is 134583 for the RAND configuration (see Table 3), pools are allowed a
maximum size of 450000 clauses, instead of the limit 10000 used for the tests on
SAT12. Consequently, the dynamic-level option is turned off since removal of useful
clauses from pools is more unlikely. Experimental results confirmed this intuition, as
for SIZE2 configuration dynamic-level option is worse than having it disabled (187
solved instances against 196).
Being SAT09 set of instances smaller than SAT12 (292 against 600), we managed
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Table 11: Efficiency and speedup analysis for 8 threads over SAT09 instance set
Configuration
SIZE2
SIZE3
LBD2
LBD3
LBD2SIZE8
SIZE2FLAG
SIZE3FLAG
LBD2FLAG
LBD3FLAG
LBD2SIZE8FLAG
NONE
LBD2SIZE8SH32

E>1
SAT UNSAT
15
13
14
13
10
14
15
13
10
11
14
14

8
6
7
8
4
7
6
6
5
5
4
8

Ts < Tp
SAT UNSAT
4
4
6
4
9
6
5
5
6
9
4
8

15
21
14
20
18
23
20
17
22
27
30
20

E ≥ 0.5
SAT UNSAT
17
15
23
13
18
18
11
20
20
14
17
19

10
11
11
15
14
6
10
13
13
10
7
17

#solvedBoth
169
162
168
161
164
163
162
165
160
160
161
160

to perform more accurate tests than on SAT12 and for this discussion we selected the
following meaningful configurations:
1. SIZE2: position-based sharing restricted to unit and binary clauses
2. SIZE3: position-based sharing restricted to unit, binary and ternary clauses
3. LBD2: position-based sharing restricted to clauses of lbd ≤ 2
4. LBD3: position-based sharing restricted to clauses of lbd ≤ 3
5. LBD2SIZE8: position-based sharing restricted to clauses with lbd ≤ 2 or size ≤ 8
6. SIZE2FLAG: flag-based sharing restricted to unit and binary clauses
7. SIZE3FLAG: flag-based sharing restricted to unit, binary and ternary clauses
8. LBD2FLAG: flag-based sharing restricted to clauses of lbd ≤ 2
9. LBD3FLAG: flag-based sharing restricted to clauses of lbd ≤ 3
10. LBD2SIZE8FLAG: flag-based sharing restricted to clauses with lbd ≤ 2 or size ≤ 8
11. NONE: solver without clause sharing
12. LBD2SIZE8SH32: as (5), but shared clauses can be pushed only every 32 conflicts
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5.5.1 Quantitative Analysis on Solved and Unsolved Instances
Cactus plot in Figure 8 shows how SIZE3 is the best configuration on this set of
instances, as it slightly outperforms the runner-up configuration SIZE2. Observe that
LBD2SIZE8SH32 is purposely left out of the cactus plot, but it will be discussed in the
tables coming next. Remember that SIZE2 was the best configuration in experiments
over SAT12 set of instances. The reason why SIZE3 was not tested on that set of
instances is because it performed worse than SIZE2 on the tuning selection for SAT12
(see Section 5.3). From the moment that the last version of the solver can deal with
more shared clauses, because of some minor fixes in implementation, most likely SIZE3
would perform better than SIZE2 on SAT12 as well. This might be interesting for
future work.
Table 7 reports data regarding the number of solved and unsolved instances, median
run time, average run time and CPU ratio. For a description of the column names
please refer to Section 5.4.1.
The first thing to notice is that, due to a better implementation, the results are
more convincing than the ones reported for SAT12: SIZE3 solves 17 instances more
than NONE. Translated into percentage, position-based sharing allowed to obtain an
improvement up to 5.82% in terms of number of solved instances against the standard non-sharing solver, whereas in SAT12 tests the best sharing configuration only
managed to achieve an improvement of 2.7%.
As for SAT12, also in this case we observe how sharing clauses helps especially in
case the formula is unsatisfiable. Indeed, SIZE3 solves 13 more unsatisfiable instances
than NONE; however, notice that improvements on satisfiable formulae are obtained as
well, as SIZE3 solves 4 more satisfiable instances than NONE.
In general, it seems that as more clauses are shared the solver becomes faster.
Indeed, configuration LBD2SIZE8, that shares the highest number of clauses (see
Table 8), looks to be the fastest configuration (Figure 8) even though it cannot solve
as many instances as SIZE3. A reason for this can be observed in the bad CPU ratio
for this configuration: due to communication costs, almost 1 core is lost. Configuration LBD2ORSIZE8SH tries to overcome the problem, by setting the sharing-delay
parameter to 32 conflicts. This has two consequences: 1) a lock is requested every
32 conflicts instead of every conflict and 2) each time a thread locks a pool, it is
allowed to push more than 1 clause (up to 32) without releasing the lock. As a result,
threads lock the pools less often but for a longer time (see column “BlockedThreads”
in Table 10). Observe how with this small change we gain around half a core, and the
solver becomes faster in terms of median and average time. Nevertheless, LBD2SIZE8
solves 4 instances more than LBD2SIZE8SH. This could depend from the lack of robustness of divide-and-conquer parallel CDCL solvers: repetitions of the test for the same
configuration will lead to slightly different results. A hint that is indeed the case comes
from the fact that LBD2SIZE8 solves 3 satisfiable instances more than LBD2SIZE8SH.
As NONE is the worst configuration (in terms of the number of solved instances),
every flag-based configuration is better than non-sharing at all. This confirms results
in [HJN11], displaying a different picture from the analysis performed in Section 5.4.1.
Still, observe that every flag-based configuration is worse than its position-based coun-
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terpart. One might think that by allowing flag-based approaches to share more clauses
this situation might change. Comparison of LBD2SIZE8FLAG and LBD2SIZE8, however,
tells us that this is not the case; even when the number of shared clauses becomes high,
the performance of flag-based still cannot match the one of position-based. Indeed,
LBD2SIZE8FLAG is one the worst configuration both in terms of solved instances and
in terms of score, whereas LBD2SIZE8 is among the fastest and it solves 9 instances
more than its flag-based counterpart. This is reasonable, since safe clauses are all
kept in a single pool: each thread will try to take a lock on that pool. The picture
will become clearer when we will analyse the details of the clause sharing for each
configuration, in Section 5.5.2.
Another interesting information is that size-based filters on shared clauses seem to
be better than lbd-based ones. This is not surprising, as lbd is not a global measure
but it is always relative to the solver where the lbd is evaluated. Thus, a clause with
a good lbd score on a solver is likely to have a worse lbd score on another solver:
receiving such a clause for this last solver would be pointless.
Finally, observe how scores from careful ranking give a slightly different picture
than the classical analysis based on the number of solved instances. LBD2SIZE8SH,
now, dominates every other approach with a score of 280, whereas SIZE3 places only
second with a score of 175. The worst configuration, even with this ranking, remains
NONE with an awkward score of −278.
5.5.2 Clause Sharing Analysis
Table 8 provides information regarding clause sharing. Description of the column
names for this table can be found in Section 5.4.2.
Observe that, for every flag-based configuration, its position-based counterpart
shares around thrice as many clauses. This conforms to what observed over the
SAT12 set of instances. A difference, instead, is in the number of duplicates in the
shared pools: for configurations as SIZE3, the number of times a thread tries to push
a clause that is already present in the pool becomes significant. However, there seems
to be not a direct correlation between the number of shared clauses and the number of duplicates, as configurations like LBD2SIZE8SH or LBD2SIZE8 present a small
amount of duplicates when compared to the total number of shared clauses. This is
a very interesting behaviour, that deserves to be studied. Most probably this is a
consequence of some common underlying structure for instances of SAT09 set, but we
do not have enough data to confirm (or refute) this hypothesis.
Without surprise, configurations with the highest number of shared clauses are
LBD2SIZE8SH and LBD2SIZE8. Furthermore, observe that the average number of
clauses shared per instance by LBD2SIZE8SH is comparable with the number of clauses
shared per instance by RAND over the SAT12 instances set. By exploiting this similarity, in Section 5.5.3 we will estimate the impact on memory consumption when
deleting non-accessible pools.
Consider the configuration LBD2SIZE8SH. Observe that only 23% of all the clauses
are safe, as they are sent to the pool of level zero, and all the others are unsafe. Of
these unsafe clauses, a 14% is sent to pools of level one, whereas the remaining 73%
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is shared downer in the tree.
Percentages for LBD2SIZE8SH, similar to the ones for LBD2SIZE8, might explain why
configuration LBD2SIZE8 is one of the fastest, and LBD2SIZE8FLAG one of the slowest:
the CPU ratio for both instances is similar (see Table 7), but the number of clauses
shared by LBD2SIZE8FLAG is significantly lower than the number of clauses shared
by LBD2SIZE8 (34063 against 128062 clauses). This means that, for flag-based clause
tagging, communication overhead on equal number of shared clauses is significantly
higher than its position-based counterpart. Observe that the problem might be alleviated by providing more pools for storing safe clauses. However, this has not been
tested and even work in [HJN11] uses a single pool.
There seems to be a correlation, instead, between the average number of unit and
binary clauses per instance and the filter used on shared clauses: the stricter the
filter, the higher the number of shared small clauses. For example, SIZE2 shares in
average 7763 binary clauses per instance, whereas less restricting configurations like
LBD2SIZE8 or LBD2SIZE8SH share only 3380 and 3298 binary clauses respectively. An
even more drastic decrease can be observed when considering unit clauses. From these
facts, it seems that sharing longer clauses somehow prevents receiving solvers from
learning “short” clauses. However, a more plausible and natural explanation can be
given when analysing the shape of the partition tree generated by these configurations,
as we will do in Section 5.5.3.
5.5.3 Partition Tree and Resource Consumption Analysis
Table 9 presents information regarding the shape of the partition tree for each configuration. Reader is reminded that column names for this table are described in
Section 5.4.3.
Observe that information in this table is compatible with information in Table 4.
For example, the average number of created nodes is around 40 for both tables. Furthermore, the inverse proportion between the total number of shared clauses and the
number of nodes in the tree seems to be confirmed. Observe that this might explain
why less short clauses are learnt when the total number of clauses increases (see Section 5.5.2). Short clauses, indeed, are likely to be learnt at the initial stages of the
search process of a sequential CDCL solver [HJS09a]. A partition tree with more
nodes, thus, will present more often the situation where a thread is at the initial stage
of the search over a certain node. Consequently, it will present more often a situation
that is favourable to the sharing of short clauses.
A different picture from the one offered by the test over the SAT12 set of instances,
instead, is presented by the memory analysis table (Table 10). Column names for
this table are explained in Section 5.4.3. One can observe how the impact of deleting
unreachable pools is significant in terms of memory consumption: RAND configuration
on SAT12 tests uses an amount of memory per configuration that is double the amount
of a non-sharing configuration (see Section 5.4.3). Observe that, even though RAND
and LBD2ORSIZE8 share a similar total number of clauses, the memory consumption
of LBD2ORSIZE8 is only a 15% more than the memory consumption of no sharing.
However, as already explained in Section 5.5.2, a direct comparison is not possible as
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the average size of the clauses shared in RAND is bigger than the average size of the
clauses shared in LBD2ORSIZE8. Nevertheless, consider that the maximum size of the
pools for shared clauses used in tests on SAT12 instance set was only 10000, whereas
in SAT09 tests pools are allowed to grow up to a size that is 45 times bigger. With
these considerations, it is plausible to assume that memory consumption for RAND and
LBD2ORSIZE8 configurations are comparable. Still, author is aware of the fact that,
in order to precisely quantify this memory gain, further tests are necessary.
Another interesting measure is the average number of times per instance that
threads are blocked. Observe how this measure for configuration LBD2SIZE8SH is drastically lower than the one for LBD2SIZE8 (11258 against 122744). This is expected,
as locks requests in LBD2SIZE8SH are not performed each time a clause is learnt, but
every 32 learnt clauses. As already discussed in Section 5.5.2, this translates in an
improved performance in terms of exhibited CPU ratio.
5.5.4 Efficiency and Speedup Analysis
We conclude the analyses on SAT09 set of instances by performing an efficiency and
speedup study. As Ts , we consider the wall clock run time of MiniSat over SAT09
instances. Results are shown in Table 11. Sporadic super-linear speedups can be
obtained for both satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulae (E > 1), but speedups on
unsatisfiable instances seem to increase when more clauses are shared (e.g., configuration LBD2SIZE8). Unfortunately, slowdowns are possible (Ts < Tp ), especially on
unsatisfiable instances and when clause sharing is disabled. Column E ≥ 0.5 counts,
for each configuration, how many instances have been solved with a “good” efficiency.
Unfortunately, the numbers are low, meaning that in average the efficiency is always
quite far from 1. Last column reports the number of instances that have been solved
from both MiniSat and the configuration under exam. Only over those instances,
indeed, speedup and efficiency analysis can be performed.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This work presented a new position-based clause sharing technique that allows to
share clauses for subsets of nodes of a parallel iterative partitioning SAT solver.
We formally proved correctness of the newly introduced approach, and we showed
how this proof can be adapted into a correctness proof also for the previous state-ofthe-art approach, namely flag-based clause tagging [HJN11]. This is the first proposed
proof for flag-based approach.
We provided a rigorous empirical evaluation and analysed our approach (and its
competitors) in terms of performance, resources consumption, nature of the information that is shared and ability to scale when more resources are added. Our tests
display the effectiveness of position-based clause tagging: it allows more clauses to
be shared, in comparison with flag-based clause tagging, without introducing significant communication overhead. Moreover, we showed how flag-based approach (as
presented in [HJN11], that is with a single centralised pool for safe clauses) cannot
share the same amount of clauses that are shared by a position-based counterpart
without introducing a significant communication overhead.
These additional “cheap” (in terms of communication overhead) shared clauses effectively contribute to the search, as position-based clause tagging significantly outperforms approaches where clause sharing is not performed or clause sharing is performed
by exploiting the previous flag-based technique.
Moreover, we observed that the approach is scalable as when resources are added
to the parallel procedure, the overall performance increases as well.
Results here obtained are coherent with current state of research, as several other
authors reported how clause sharing can effectively increase the performance of a
parallel CDCL based SAT solver. With this respect, our empirical evaluation shows
how conclusions in [HJN11] are valid even when the underlying architecture is multicore rather than a network grid.
Future work could improve the implemented sharing mechanism further. By using a
dynamic filter on clauses that can be shared, instead of a fixed-size-or-lbd one, important improvements are likely to be achieved [HJS09a]. Moreover, a selection of those
threads which send “important” clauses can decrease communication overhead and
allow more clauses to be shared [LHJS12]. Furthermore, once acquired by a receiver
solver, shared clauses should be treated with a dedicated cleaning policy rather than
considering them as simple (sequentially) learnt clauses [AHJ+ 12a]. All these extensions have been successfully applied to portfolio state-of-the-art procedures, and are
compatible with our clause sharing mechanism. Another improvement, not related
to portfolio solvers, might come by performing a conflict analysis over solved unsatisfiable nodes: it the empty clause can be obtained through a resolution derivation
involving safe clauses only, then the whole parallel procedure can return the unsatisfiable answer without need to wait for all other nodes in the partition tree. Of course,
this idea can be refined further by exploiting the potentiality of position-based clause
tagging.
Additionally, improvements of the basic splitter algorithm could result in a competitive parallel SAT solver when enhanced with position-based clause sharing. Possible
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improvements include the analysis and evaluation of more sophisticated search space
partitioning functions, or improvements on the underlying sequential solver, as for as
for example restarts and advanced search direction techniques.
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